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The alliance between the United States and Japan has been a force for peace and prosperity around the world for nearly 60 years. Economics has been at the heart of the U.S.-Japan alliance from the outset: Article II of the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security mandates that the two allies “seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and … encourage economic collaboration between them.”

Nowhere are U.S. and Japanese strategic interests more closely aligned than in the Indo-Pacific region. Both Washington and Tokyo seek to ensure regional security and stability, expand trade and other economic opportunities, and support universal democratic norms. The two countries have worked constructively together for many decades to shape regional economic rules and norms through institutions such as the Asian Development Bank and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum.

Powerful forces are driving further strategic convergence between the United States and Japan. In the wake of U.S. withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), China has launched an aggressive bid for economic leadership in the Indo-Pacific region, and economic coercion has become an increasingly common tool of Chinese statecraft. The China challenge is particularly pronounced in the areas of infrastructure and technology.

A more robust and coordinated economic statecraft, jointly pursued by Washington and Tokyo, is central to advancing U.S. and Japanese interests in the Indo-Pacific region. U.S. withdrawal from TPP has neither eliminated the agreement’s underlying logic nor closed the door on further strengthening U.S.-Japan economic cooperation. By working together to advance their preferred rules and norms, Washington and Tokyo can ensure better economic outcomes for themselves and others.

To explore opportunities for greater economic cooperation between the United States and Japan in third countries, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in Washington and the Asia Pacific Initiative (API) in Tokyo embarked on a joint research project in the spring of 2017. The project team used a case-study approach to examine a set of key countries and institutions in which economic cooperation could be especially valuable in furthering shared interests. It selected four countries and two institutional arrangements in which Washington and Tokyo can or do play leading roles in shaping economic rules and norms: Myanmar, Vietnam, India, South Korea, the regional trade architecture, and the Group of Seven (G7). Recommendations for action in the each of the countries and functional areas covered in the cases studies are included at the end of each respective chapter.

Key findings from the project included the following:

- The underlying strategic interests and goals of the United States and Japan in the Indo-Pacific region are highly aligned, transcending today’s bilateral trade tensions.
- China’s growing influence and assertive behavior in the region pose a substantial challenge for the United States and Japan.
- There remains a strong demand in the region for U.S. and Japanese economic engagement and leadership in rule-making and norm-setting.
- Washington and Tokyo have complementary skills in economic statecraft and should work to better coordinate their economic policies in the region.
The report offers 10 crosscutting recommendations for individual and joint action by the United States and Japan in the Indo-Pacific:

1. **Resolve bilateral trade tensions to clear the way for third-country cooperation.**
   The increase of trade tensions between the two countries has been an unfortunate distraction. The United States should work with Japan to address impediments to trade and investment; in doing so, both sides should act within established rules, seek to resolve differences through negotiation, and focus on enhancing cooperation in third countries.

2. **Develop a joint strategic approach that plays to each country’s strengths.**
   The United States and Japan should work together to strengthen and operationalize the economic pillar of their respective free and open Indo-Pacific strategies and coordinate to maximize each country’s unique advantages, including by establishing a new, bilateral Indo-Pacific Economic Cooperation Dialogue.

3. **Work toward a free and open digital economy.**
   The United States and Japan should foster cooperation on emerging technologies and digital governance to ensure that both play a leading role in shaping the rules, standards, and norms of the future global economy. The two countries should cooperate in forums such as APEC to develop guidelines and principles for the digital economy.

4. **Cooperate on trade liberalization and rule-making.**
   The true power of the U.S.–Japan economic relationship lies in the two countries’ ability to shape global economic rules, standards, and norms, especially in the Indo-Pacific region. Rule-making efforts should focus on extending the disciplines agreed on in TPP in two key areas: the digital economy and state-owned enterprises.

5. **Promote trilateral cooperation with European partners.**
   Europe has shown an intention to play a more active role in Indo-Pacific regional affairs. Trilateral economic cooperation among the United States, Japan, and the European Union should be expanded. Washington and Tokyo should also work within the G7 to gain European support for their endeavors in the Indo-Pacific.

6. **Increase financing and other support for high-quality infrastructure investments to meet regional needs and enhance connectivity.**
   Both Japan and the United States have critical roles to play in the historic global infrastructure build-out. The two countries can improve operations and financing from their respective government agencies, facilitate information sharing between agencies with similar mandates, and jointly promote high standards for infrastructure investment.

7. **Respond to the risk of geo-economic coercion through trade and debt.**
   There is growing concern around the world about China’s economic coercion. The United States and Japan should offer more support to countries that are part of the Belt and Road Initiative, through building the capacity of government staff, offering coordinated alternative financing, and improving intelligence sharing about China’s economic activities.

8. **Seek an affirmative agenda with China where possible.**
   Although China has diverging interests and policies, it shares a desire for a peaceful and stable Indo-Pacific region. The development needs of the region cannot be fulfilled by one country or organization
alone. Cooperation and positive market competition where possible will be in the interest of all three major powers as well as regional economies.

9. **Utilize U.S. and Japanese strength in technical assistance and human capacity building to nurture small and medium-sized enterprises.**

Know-how, human capacity development, and a healthy climate for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are key forces for market-based growth and development. The United States and Japan should step up their efforts to develop capacity and skills in third countries and enhance SME access to global financing and trade.

10. **Collaborate on anti-corruption efforts.**

Countries with high levels of corruption are unlikely to generate stable or equitable economic growth and are at risk of becoming reliant upon non-democratic countries for trade and investment. Washington and Tokyo should enhance intelligence sharing on corruption and deepen joint work on anti-corruption in international forums.

We hope the findings and recommendations in this report will make a useful contribution to strengthening the vital U.S.-Japan alliance and making it an even more effective force for peace and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific region. There has never been a more important time for the United States and Japan to work together to fulfill the mandate of Article II.
Introduction and Overview

The United States and Japan are the world’s two largest market economies, bound together by a decades-old alliance that has become the lynchpin of stability and security in the Asia-Pacific region. But differences over economic and commercial issues have been a recurring source of strain in the relationship for over half a century and still cast a shadow over bilateral ties today. Despite this, U.S. and Japanese strategic interests in the Indo-Pacific region are substantially—and increasingly—aligned, and economic cooperation between the two countries has the potential to advance those shared interests in the region and beyond.

Trade tensions were a consistent feature of the U.S.–Japan relationship for three decades after Japan ran its first bilateral trade surplus in 1965. In the 1970s, Washington and Tokyo sparred over everything from surging exports of Japanese color televisions to Japanese purchases of Iranian oil during the 1979 hostage crisis. Tensions grew worse in the 1980s, with conflict over Japan’s currency policy and growing anger over its protected domestic market. The low point came in the summer of 1987, when a scandal broke out over a Japanese company’s covert sale of advanced machinery to the Soviet Union; in response, angry members of Congress took sledgehammers to a Toshiba radio on the steps of the Capitol building at a televised press conference. The bursting of the economic bubble at the end of 1989 did little to immediately resolve trade tensions, but these gradually eased in the second half of the 1990s as Japan descended into its first “lost decade” of economic stagnation.

Even during these periods of strain in their economic relationship, Washington and Tokyo still found ways to work together constructively to advance shared economic interests around the world. They helped shape global rules and norms in international financial institutions such as the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank (ADB), and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). As founding members of the Group of Seven (G7) industrialized democracies in the mid-1970s, they were leaders of the informal body that effectively served as the steering group for the global economy. As the Cold War wound down in the late 1980s, even with bilateral trade frictions at their peak, the two countries invested significant effort in trans-Pacific economic integration when Japan asked Australia to take the lead in establishing the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, an initiative that Washington soon endorsed.

Regional economic cooperation has been a centerpiece of U.S.–Japan relations in the three decades since APEC was founded, and it has deepened since Prime Minister Shinzo Abe returned to office in December 2012. Most notably, the two countries successfully negotiated a de facto U.S.–Japan free trade agreement under the rubric of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Signing TPP in February 2016 brought the United States and Japan closer than ever to realizing the ambition of Article II of the U.S.–Japan Mutual Defense Treaty of 1960, an often-forgotten provision that should be resurrected: it calls for the two partners to

---

strengthen their free institutions, to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies, and to encourage economic collaboration.4

The election of Donald Trump as president of the United States has presented new challenges for U.S.–Japan cooperation. During his campaign, Trump expressed frequent dissatisfaction with U.S. alliances, questioned their strategic and economic value to the United States, and emphasized their cost to the average U.S. citizen. But it is his actions as president on trade policy that have introduced the greatest uncertainty into the U.S.–Japan relationship. Within days of taking office, Trump fulfilled his campaign promise and withdrew the United States from TPP. He has repeatedly complained about the size of the U.S. bilateral trade deficit with Japan. In April of 2018, the Trump administration declined to exempt Japan from tariffs on steel imports under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, which gives the president the authority to restrict imports due to national security concerns.5 In late May, the U.S. Department of Commerce announced a similar investigation under Section 232 into the national security impact of automobile and auto parts imports.6 These actions, as well as President Trump’s provocative stance at the G7 Leaders’ Summit in Quebec, Canada, in June 2018, raised fears that the United States had turned away from leadership of the global rules-based economic order—at a time when Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe was hoping to link arms more tightly with the United States in upholding that order.7

Nevertheless, these strains and uncertainties have not altered the powerful underlying forces that drive strategic convergence between Washington and Tokyo. These enduring forces give much reason to be optimistic about the long-term prospects for the U.S.–Japan alliance and our economic cooperation, particularly in the Indo-Pacific region, which is the focus of this study.8 The United States has three core interests in the region: protecting the security of the United States and its allies, expanding trade and economic opportunities, and supporting universal democratic norms. These align closely with Japanese interests. The past 70 years have seen Japan grow into an advanced market economy, with large stocks of unique intellectual property, significant direct investment abroad, and the deepening of shared values with the United States. Ultimately, enduring strategic and economic interests are likely to drive U.S. administrations to pursue an active economic agenda in the Indo-Pacific region. Japan is a natural partner in these efforts.

Converging U.S. and Japanese interests are also driven by the evolving strategic environment in the Indo-Pacific region. China is now one of only two economies in the world with a GDP greater than $10 trillion.

---

4 Article II reads in full: “The Parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful and friendly international relations by strengthening their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being. They will seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and will encourage economic collaboration between them.”


8 For purposes of this report, the “Indo-Pacific region” is defined as the geographic space covered by the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command, the U.S. Defense Department’s combatant command that stretches from India to Hawaii and from Mongolia to Antarctica; see map at http://www.pacom.mil/About-USINDOPACOM/USPACOM-Area-of-Responsibility.
Under the Xi Jinping administration, Beijing has not only increased repression at home but also become more assertive and nationalistic in its security and economic policies abroad. Economic coercion—against neighbors like South Korea and the Philippines, as well as distant trade partners like Norway—has become a more common tool of Chinese statecraft. In the wake of U.S. withdrawal from TPP, Beijing has launched an aggressive bid to establish economic leadership in the Indo-Pacific, part of a larger effort to convert China’s economic might into strategic influence. The Chinese geo-economic challenge is far-reaching and interconnected.

China presents the clearest challenge to U.S. and Japan geo-economic interests in two areas: infrastructure and technology. China has put forth a vision for global economic integration in the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), Xi Jinping’s ambitious plan to connect countries on the Eurasian continent and beyond through hard and soft infrastructure. While China’s willingness to address the massive global need for infrastructure is broadly welcome, there are growing concerns that many BRI projects involve irresponsible financing, low-quality infrastructure, and undue Chinese leverage over client countries.

Less discussed but just as important is the so-called “digital silk road,” through which China plans to set new standards and norms for the digital economy, including in critical emerging technologies such as 5G, the fifth generation of wireless technology. China’s preference for a closed internet, data protectionism, and social controls contrasts sharply with the U.S. and Japanese vision of an open internet and free data flows based on a foundation of consumer privacy. A huge data gap has emerged between China and other countries, with Chinese corporations already holding 10–15 times the amount of data as U.S. companies. If these issues are not properly addressed, the United States and Japan risk losing their advantage as technological leaders and as shapers of rules, standards, and norms for the digital economy.

Central to addressing the challenge of China is joint pursuit by Washington and Tokyo of a more robust and coordinated economic statecraft in the Indo-Pacific region. Home to over half the world’s population and many of the world’s most dynamic economies, the Indo-Pacific region will do more than any other to shape U.S. and Japanese growth and prosperity in the future. By working together to advance their preferred rules and norms in the region, Washington and Tokyo can ensure better economic outcomes for themselves and others.

Recent experience has shown the power of U.S.–Japan economic cooperation. Together, the United States and Japan represent roughly 80 percent of the total economic activity covered by the original TPP agreement. This combined economic heft helped motivate leaders from Taiwan to Indonesia, economies with vastly different levels of development, to line up to join the agreement well in advance of its ratification. U.S. withdrawal from TPP dealt a significant setback to joint economic statecraft, but it neither eliminated the underlying logic of the agreement nor closed the door on further strengthening of U.S.–Japan cooperation. Indeed, it is more important than ever that Washington and Tokyo actively seek creative and effective ways to wield their comparative advantages in the service of shared strategic interests.

Article II of the bilateral security treaty provides both a framework and a mandate for enhanced U.S.–Japan economic cooperation along these lines. Its call for strengthening free institutions and enhancing economic cooperation is timely: as strategic competition in the Indo-Pacific continues to intensify,

---

strengthening the economic dimensions of the U.S.-Japan alliance is critical to securing U.S. and Japanese strategic interests.

This enhanced cooperation will require hard work on both sides. For Washington, it will mean recognizing that, while the United States and Japan may compete in commercial affairs, the two are not economic rivals. Rather, they are vital partners with shared interests and values, capable of playing a joint leadership role in Asia that advances high-standard economic rules, norms, and standards. Building on its free and open Indo-Pacific strategy, the Trump administration needs to develop and implement a comprehensive and cohesive strategy for constructive engagement in Indo-Pacific economic integration, one that involves close coordination with Tokyo.

Tokyo's challenge is to build out its leadership role in the Indo-Pacific in the absence of traditional U.S. engagement. Japan is the only other country with the will and capacity not only to uphold but advance a rules-based, high-standard, liberal economic order in the region. The Abe administration has shown a welcome new willingness to move beyond Japan's traditional role of merely supporting Washington's initiatives and instead to initiate measures that propel the U.S.-Japan agenda forward. This new dynamic was most clearly seen in Tokyo's efforts to secure agreement among the remaining 11 members of TPP to implement the pact, rebranded as the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). Tokyo has also signed an economic partnership with the European Union and is seeking to bring the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) to conclusion. Further efforts by Tokyo to lead global and regional rule-making should be encouraged.

It is critical for Washington to understand the fundamental drivers of the shared U.S.-Japan agenda and develop creative means to advance it. While current White House policy might limit the scope for high-level coordination in the near term, much can be done at lower levels of government, in multilateral institutions, and on the ground in the region to enhance cooperation and advance shared U.S. and Japanese interests.

CSIS-API Project: Objective and Methodology

Beginning in the summer of 2017, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in Washington and the Asia Pacific Initiative (API) in Tokyo embarked on a joint project to explore opportunities to improve U.S.-Japan economic cooperation in third countries. We used a case-study approach to examine a set of key countries and institutions in which the United States and Japan have aligned interests and potentially complementary skills, and where economic cooperation could be especially valuable in furthering shared interests.

Based on discussions with leading scholars and practitioners of the U.S.-Japan alliance in Washington and Tokyo, we decided to conduct our country case studies on a group of fast-growing, strategically significant countries in the Indo-Pacific region. Using analysis from PricewaterhouseCoopers, McKinsey, Goldman Sachs, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and others, we identified countries in the region that are projected to experience the fastest economic growth over the next decades. We also considered the geopolitical and geo-economic significance of these countries, as well as the extent to which the lessons of U.S.-Japan cooperation could best be applied to other countries. From this group, we selected four
countries for case studies—Myanmar, Vietnam, India, and South Korea—to represent a variety of issues and contexts:

- **Myanmar** has a high-growth population and enormous development potential; however, it is a fragile democracy that is both wary of China and at risk of falling under Beijing’s influence due to strong economic and institutional ties.
- **Vietnam** is a high-growth, strategically important country that seeks to be more integrated into the regional economy, as seen by its involvement in TPP; at the same time, it is a non-democratic country with a state-dominated economy.
- **India** is a democracy that will soon overtake China as the most populous country in the world. If the United States and Japan can encourage Delhi to adopt more outward-looking trade policies, India has the potential to play an important role in rule-making in the Indo-Pacific.
- **South Korea** is an advanced economy and U.S. ally, yet one that is deeply entwined with China’s economy, creating vulnerability to external shocks and influence. Reunification of the Korean peninsula—still far off but more conceivable than a year ago—could be a geopolitical game-changer, while South Korea will play a crucial role in Northeast Asian economic development.

In addition to the four country cases, we identified two institutional and functional areas in which U.S.–Japan economic cooperation is particularly compelling: regional trade architecture in the Indo-Pacific, and the G7. Both represent key arenas in which the United States and Japan play leading roles in shaping economic rules and norms. Cooperation in these forums also contributes importantly to advancing U.S. and Japanese rule-setting efforts in global institutions such as the Group of Twenty (G20) and the World Trade Organization (WTO).

As their starting point, the six case studies define and examine the key U.S. and Japanese strategic and economic interests at stake. Without a clear understanding of where U.S. and Japanese interests lie in any country or institution and, most importantly, where these interests align or diverge, policymakers in Washington and Tokyo will not be able to match means to ends effectively. Our case studies also incorporate a thorough analysis of the political and economic landscape of each country and institution. To this end, a joint delegation of CSIS and API scholars visited Myanmar and Vietnam in March 2018 and held wide-ranging interviews with government, business, and civil society representatives.

Our analysis examines the state of U.S. and Japanese economic involvement in each country: not only trade and investment flows, but also aid flows, tourism, and other economic indicators that capture the full range of economic linkages between the United States, Japan, and the third countries in question. This economic analysis is coupled with an examination of political indicators of soft power and other measures of the U.S. and Japanese presence in third countries. Finally, for each case study, we offer recommendations for the United States and Japan individually, as well as proposals for joint action.

**Key Findings**

- **The U.S. and Japan are highly aligned in their underlying strategic interests and goals in the Indo-Pacific region.** These goals include expanding economic opportunity for companies, workers, and citizens of their own countries and for other countries in the region, and advancing high-standard rules, norms, and standards of trade and investment. While the two countries already cooperate extensively in these areas, there is significant potential for greater cooperation to advance their mutual interests.
• **These shared interests transcend today’s tensions, but these tensions pose risks, and Washington and Tokyo need to work through them.** Although there is much goodwill and momentum toward strengthening economic cooperation in third countries and institutions, if the Trump administration’s protectionist measures go further and cause economic pain to allies including Japan, they could make economic cooperation in third countries more challenging and less effective. The agreement between President Trump and Prime Minister Abe in late September 2018 to launch negotiations toward a bilateral trade agreement was an encouraging sign that the two sides were prepared to constructively resolve their differences on trade.

• **China’s economic ties to countries in the Indo-Pacific have deepened over the past ten years, giving it growing political influence.** The United States and Japan maintain strong investment and trade ties with many countries in the Indo-Pacific, but China’s geo-economic role and influence are growing rapidly, as its trade, infrastructure, and other connections expand. China’s influence can be expected to continue to grow, particularly in Southeast Asia, as it makes strides in high-tech industries and digital standards.

• **There is a strong demand for U.S. and Japanese leadership in the Indo-Pacific.** Many countries in the region are aware of the risks of overdependence on China but lack the belief that there are real alternatives. At the same time, nations in the Indo-Pacific do not wish to choose between China and either the United States or Japan. Washington and Tokyo could do much more in partnership to offer new forms of financing and capacity building to these countries.

• **The United States and Japan each offers its own comparative advantage in economic engagement in the region.** The United States and Japan differ in the structure of their economic and commercial ties with third countries, lending each different advantages in fostering cooperation or exerting leverage on partners. The distinct resources and structure of Washington and Tokyo’s respective systems for economic policymaking provide other potential opportunities for specialization and maximum impact. For example, Tokyo is engaged in significant infrastructure construction and the establishment of manufacturing bases across the Indo-Pacific, whereas the United States is more advanced in the areas of internet services, digital content industries, and finance. In addition, favorability ratings for the two countries in other parts of the region vary.\(^\text{11}\) For example, Malaysia and Indonesia view Japan significantly more favorably than the United States, while the Philippines and South Korea are far more favorably disposed towards Washington than Tokyo. Through a comprehensive, coordinated strategy, the United States and Japan can maximize their joint impact in furthering their shared interests.

• **Despite their complementarities, coordination between the two countries is underdeveloped.** Lack of communication and coordination among relevant agencies of the U.S. and Japanese governments working in third countries is an obstacle to enhanced cooperation. In some countries, agencies may support one another’s goals in principle but have different priorities in practice. In parts of Myanmar, for example, the Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) is focused on building special economic zones and infrastructure, while the U.S. Agency for

---


International Development (USAID) is more focused on fighting infectious diseases and agricultural development. In other instances, U.S. and Japanese agency goals are similar, but neither personnel nor overseas leadership communicates enough to enable effective cooperation. Again, in Myanmar, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and USAID has each funded separate initiatives to promote rule of law and civil liberties, with little evidence of coordination.

- Moreover, there is little formal cooperation between Japanese and U.S. government personnel at a higher policymaking level. The U.S.–Japan Economic Dialogue between Vice President Mike Pence and Deputy Prime Minister Taro Aso has yielded few tangible results. It and other high-level interactions have been dominated by bilateral trade tensions rather than opportunities for regional economic cooperation.

- **Together, these key findings point to a need for greater cooperation, based on U.S. and Japanese comparative advantages.** Greater cooperation will serve the two countries’ economic, political, and security interests—and those of the region. Cooperation will allow both the United States and Japan to strengthen different sectors and regions of the Indo-Pacific with the ultimate goal of supporting a liberal economic and political environment. Strengthened processes of coordination are also needed. The promising progress being made in the U.S.–Japan Policy Cooperation Dialogue on the Internet Economy\(^\text{12}\) could be a model for broader cooperation.

**Crosscutting Recommendations\(^\text{13}\)**

We are confident in the strength and durability of the U.S.–Japan alliance. But business as usual is not sufficient: progress toward the two countries’ shared economic goals in the Indo-Pacific region will require a comprehensive and cohesive strategy. We offer below a number of crosscutting recommendations for individual and joint action by Washington and Tokyo to deepen their third-country economic cooperation and so increase their own prosperity and security, as well as that of the Indo-Pacific region. Recommendations for action in the each of the countries and functional areas covered in our cases studies are included at the end of the respective chapter below.

1. **Resolve bilateral trade tensions to pave the way for third-country cooperation.**

   The increase of trade tensions between the United States and Japan since the start of the Trump administration has been an unfortunate distraction from the opportunities for third-country cooperation. The imposition of Section 232 tariffs on U.S. imports of steel from Japan on questionable national security grounds was particularly harmful. The United States should work with Japan to address remaining market access and structural impediments to trade and investment between the two countries. Both sides should act within established rules, seek to resolve their economic differences through negotiation, and focus their bilateral dialogue on areas for enhanced cooperation in third countries.

---


In a welcome sign of a more constructive turn in U.S.–Japan trade relations, President Trump and Prime Minister Abe jointly announced in late September 2018 that the two countries would launch negotiations toward a U.S.–Japan trade agreement in goods and some services, while refraining from “taking measures against the spirit of this joint statement”—a reference to Section 232 tariffs on Japanese automobiles and auto parts. With the immediate threat of bilateral trade tensions reduced, both countries should focus more of their bilateral energies on opportunities for expanded cooperation in third countries.

2. **Develop a joint strategic approach toward the Indo-Pacific region that plays to each country’s strengths.**

   The United States and Japan should work together to strengthen and operationalize the economic pillar of their respective free and open Indo-Pacific strategies. The Japanese strategy focuses on economic development through regional connectivity. India is well aligned with Japan on infrastructure development, whereas the United States and Australia see the strategy as much more of a security initiative. The strategic battle is not just in the maritime domain but also involves providing economic assistance and infrastructure to countries to keep them free and open. The recently re-established quadrilateral or “quad” forum, bringing together the United States, Japan, Australia, and India, could be a useful mechanism for coordinating regional economic initiatives.

   The two countries should play to their respective comparative advantages in working in third countries and institutions. In the area of infrastructure, for example, the United States and Japan cannot match Chinese funding in Southeast Asia and beyond. However, the United States holds unique advantages in innovation and finance, whereas Japan has unique strengths in long-term planning, capacity building, and establishing manufacturing bases in the region. Washington and Tokyo can bring together these advantages in complementary ways, taking into account the needs of developing nations and the strengths of other regional powers. Energy cooperation—especially expanding export and distribution of U.S.-sourced liquid natural gas throughout the Indo-Pacific region—is a particularly promising area for greater bilateral coordination.

   To enhance coordination of their regional economic strategies, Washington and Tokyo should establish a bilateral Indo-Pacific Economic Cooperation Dialogue that aims to draw up joint economic plans and projects for the region. This could meet annually on the margins of the East Asia Summit or APEC meetings, and as needed throughout the year.

3. **Work toward a free and open digital economy in the Indo-Pacific.**

   Japan and the United States should engage in deeper private–public initiatives to foster cooperation on fourth industrial revolution technologies such as 5G. If the two countries do not win the development race for these technologies, they stand little chance of determining the broader rules, standards, and norms of the future global economy. Washington and Tokyo should explore joint research and development funds necessary to compete with the Made in China 2025 initiative and leverage the U.S.–Japan Policy Cooperation Dialogue on the Internet Economy to facilitate business sector-driven cooperation. The priority should be on technologies that can help to promote democratic practices and small and medium-size enterprise (SME) development. In addition, both countries should cooperate in regional and international forums such as APEC and the OECD to develop guidelines and principles for development of digital technologies.
Japan, independently and in partnership with the United States, should develop its own digital economy to become internationally competitive. Japan’s lack of major digital players like Google or Tencent prevent the country from playing a larger role in the regional and global digital economy. To gain a greater competitive edge, Japan should promote domestic SME-driven digital technological development and import and partner with platforms like Grab from Southeast Asia; in turn, these will help Japan to spread rules and norms to govern the digital economy across the countries of the Association for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Tokyo should consider initiatives to facilitate controlled regulatory experimentation in countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, and Vietnam. Japan’s current plans for high-quality infrastructure development should be expanded to include digital connectivity. Japan is a large player in manufacturing parts used in internet of things (IoT) devices. Through harvesting the data in devices such as medical sensors, Japan can improve its stock of assets to be competitive and an effective partner on the digital economy in the Indo-Pacific.

4. **Cooperate on trade liberalization and rule-making in the Indo-Pacific.**

The true power of the U.S.–Japan economic relationship lies in the two countries’ ability to shape global economic rules, standards, and norms, especially in the Indo-Pacific region. Despite the U.S. withdrawal from TPP, there remains substantial scope for cooperation in this regard.

In the near term, Japan should lead on supporting trade and investment liberalization efforts in the Indo-Pacific and create incentives for the United States to reengage in multilateral frameworks. Japan should continue its work to extend trade liberalization through the CPTPP, the Japan–EU Economic Partnership Agreement, and RCEP. It should look to widen membership of the CPTPP to include additional countries, including South Korea, Thailand, and Indonesia.

Despite its withdrawal from TPP, the Trump administration has shown a willingness to engage in APEC, and the two countries should redouble their joint efforts in the regional forum. Although APEC undertakings are non-binding and voluntary, the forum still plays an important role in spreading best practices and informally setting rules and norms in the Indo-Pacific region. APEC is also important because it is one of the few international forums in which Taiwan and Hong Kong have their own seats; the United States and Japan have an economic and political interest in including the two economies in regional norm-setting efforts.

Substantively, U.S. and Japanese rule-making efforts in the region should focus on extending the disciplines agreed to in TPP/CPTPP in two key areas: the digital economy and state-owned enterprises. These are the arenas in which the economic competition of the next few decades will be fought, and both the United States and Japan have an enormous stake in ensuring that high-standard, market-based approaches to internet freedom, cross-border data flows, and a limited role for the state in the marketplace prevail.

5. **Promote trilateral cooperation with European partners in the Indo-Pacific.**

Europe has shown its intention to play a more important role in Indo-Pacific regional affairs. The United Kingdom and France have launched their “Pacific pivots.” Their maritime security cooperation is an important contribution to enforcing economic sanctions on North Korea, which should be continued and encouraged. The Japan–EU Economic Partnership Agreement is another important front on which Japan is cooperating with Europe. Its consequences stretch far beyond economics, since it contributed to the signing of the Japan–EU Strategic Partnership Agreement.
Trilateral economic cooperation among the United States, Japan, and the European Union should be expanded. The series of statements by U.S., Japanese, and EU trade ministers over the past year on joint cooperation to combat excessive subsidies and forced technology transfer policies is constructive; this work should be operationalized and deepened. Washington and Tokyo should also work within the G7—the key forum in which like-minded advanced democracies can speak with a unified voice—to gain European support for their endeavors in the Indo-Pacific.

6. Increase financing and other support for high-quality infrastructure investments to meet regional needs and enhance connectivity in the Indo-Pacific.

Both Japan and the United States have critical roles to play in the historic global infrastructure build-out. Japan could improve the operations of its government agencies to make their projects in developing countries more attractive. JICA could continue to improve the speed of its financing and provide loans in dollars, as requested by developing countries, to make it easier to co-finance with U.S. government agencies. JBIC could strengthen its special operations risk-taking to help meet the needs of Asian countries facing offers for large loans from China.

The passage by both houses of the U.S. Congress in early October 2018 of legislation to create a new, better-resourced development finance institution—the so-called “BUILD Act”—is a positive step that will give the United States more firepower in the global infrastructure competition. Once the new entity is up and running, it should undertake joint and coordinated financing with JBIC. These efforts should be designed to enable both U.S. and Japanese contractors and other companies to win new opportunities.

Particularly in developing countries, the United States and Japan share similar goals, yet there is minimal communication between embassies and similar agencies such as JICA and USAID. With an eye towards improving cooperation in the long run, both countries should prioritize facilitating communication and sharing information between agencies with similar prerogatives on a regular basis.

Washington and Tokyo should also deepen their cooperation on high standards for “quality infrastructure” through their leadership in multilateral development banks like the World Bank and ADB, as well as the G7, the G20, APEC, and other relevant organizations. CSIS has done extensive work on the subject of quality infrastructure and recently established a high-level task force to develop a global infrastructure strategy for the United States, with recommendations due out in the spring of 2019.
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16 The term “quality infrastructure” was coined by the Abe administration in Japan to refer to infrastructure that is procured transparently and according to life-cycle-cost criteria, built to the highest standards of physical quality and with appropriate social and environmental safeguards, and financed in a sustainable manner. G7 leaders agreed at their 2016 meeting in Japan to five principles for quality infrastructure, commonly referred to as the “Ise-Shima Principles”; see Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “G7 Ise-Shima Principles for Promoting Quality Infrastructure Investment,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs, May 27, 2018, https://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000196472.pdf.
17 For a further look at CSIS research on the subject of quality infrastructure, please see the following report:
7. **Respond to the risk of trade- and debt-based economic coercion.**

China’s coercive economic policies—as well as policies towards developing countries that have created undue dependency on Beijing—have elicited growing concern around the world. The Hambantota port project in Sri Lanka is a widely-cited example of China’s “debt-trap diplomacy.” The United States and Japan should offer more substantial support to countries faced with high-risk projects that are part of the Belt and Road Initiative. Government staff need training and capacity building to evaluate infrastructure projects on the basis of life-cycle cost, debt sustainability, and environmental soundness. Furthermore, as discussed above, Washington and Tokyo should take a more proactive and coordinated approach to offering alternative financing mechanisms for development projects.

More work also needs to be done to improve shared intelligence about China’s economic activities. The headline figures for Chinese economic activities and projects are impressive but reliable data is hard to find. The United States and Japan should improve information sharing to understand China’s trade and investment patterns and apply more pressure on China to make its economic activities more transparent.

8. **Seek an affirmative agenda with China where possible.**

Asian countries are deeply reluctant to choose between the United States and China or between Japan and China. Although China has diverging interests and policies in some areas, it shares a desire for a peaceful and stable Indo-Pacific. Moreover, the development needs of the region cannot be fulfilled by one country or organization alone, and this necessitates taking a cooperative stance with China where possible. Cooperation and positive market competition, particularly with regards to infrastructure, will be in the interest of all three major powers as well as regional economies.

Japan should lead the attempt to become involved in BRI projects that meet high standards of transparent procurement, social and environmental soundness, and debt sustainability. Japan’s role as de facto leader of ADB powerfully positions it to accomplish this objective. Examples of Sino-Japanese cooperation will embolden decisionmakers in Asia to demand the involvement of other countries in Chinese-led projects, while making it possible to influence the standards of the projects. The Trump administration’s tough stance on China trade practices arguably gives Tokyo more leeway to pursue more active—albeit clear-eyed—engagement with Beijing, for example through reciprocal summits to mark the 40th anniversary of the Japan–China friendship treaty.

9. **Utilize U.S. and Japanese strength in technical assistance and human capacity building to nurture SMEs in the Indo-Pacific region.**

Know-how and human capacity development are two key pillars that distinguish Japanese and U.S. development agencies as well as private-sector entities. The United States and Japan should prioritize promoting soft infrastructure in areas in which they hold comparative advantages, such as healthcare and education. The two countries should step up their efforts to develop capacity and skills in third countries, including increasing scholarships to study in the United States and Japan and establishing partner institutions to U.S. and Japanese universities in third countries. They should also pool the shared strengths of their private sectors to encourage greater corporate social responsibility and
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innovations to promote human health and development. The U.S. and Japanese private sectors can also work with their two governments to help promote the development of SMEs in the Indo-Pacific. SMEs are key forces for market-based growth and development in emerging countries of the region. Enhancing SME access to financing and to the global trading system—particularly through the digital economy—is critical. APEC and the G20 have done constructive work in this area, and Washington and Tokyo should put a renewed emphasis on SME development in these and other forums.

10. **Collaborate on anti-corruption efforts in the Indo-Pacific region.**
   Much of the corruption in the Indo-Pacific is undertaken by large family-run businesses with close ties to the government, making corruption an issue that not only affects the ability to conduct business fairly, but also reaches into the heart of political governance. Countries with high levels of corruption are unlikely to result in stable or equitable economic growth, and eventually risk becoming more reliant upon non-democratic countries for trade and investment. Malaysia has been the most salient example of this phenomenon. Washington and Tokyo should enhance efforts to share intelligence on corruption, drawing on their networks of NGOs, media, and businesses in the region. They should also deepen their joint work on anti-corruption in forums like the OECD, APEC, and the G20.

**Conclusion**

In sum, the economic interests and objectives of the United States and Japan in the Indo-Pacific region are highly aligned. Our strengths and assets are complementary. Despite the distraction of bilateral trade tensions, we have no fundamental differences in our policy interests in the region, and there should be no political impediments to deeper, high-quality economic coordination. However, increased security and intelligence coordination between Washington and Tokyo in recent years has not been matched by a concomitant alignment of our economic policies, representing a missed opportunity. We hope the findings and recommendations in this report will make a useful contribution to rectifying this situation. There has never been a more important time for the United States and Japan to work together to fulfill the mandate of Article II.
Case Study #1 | Myanmar

As both a fledgling democracy and an emerging economy sandwiched between India and China, Myanmar holds huge strategic importance for the United States and Japan. At the same time, Japan's priority of deepening economic engagement and the U.S. priority on human rights are often in tension with each other. Myanmar's political reforms, begun in 2011, along with its attempts to move away from China and embrace engagement with a broader set of partners, created a window for the United States to build its economic and diplomatic presence and for Japan to further deepen its role in Myanmar. However, with the reform process slowing down, renewed violence against the Rohingya minority, and the sham conviction of two Reuters journalists, progress toward democracy and a market economy in Myanmar have reached a critical stage.

Myanmar’s transition to democracy has been painful and fraught with human crisis. Its economic development is marked by unhealthy trends toward unsustainable debt and overdependence on China that could become entrenched. However, the United States and Japan can offer alternative economic and political forces to help Myanmar continue to democratize, grow economically, and integrate into the global community, while pushing for Myanmar to resolve its ethnic conflicts.
To do so, Washington and Tokyo must find a three-way balance that accommodates their shared economic objective of strengthening Myanmar's economy, the political objective of maintaining Myanmar's independence from China, and the human rights objective of holding the regime and military accountable for internationally recognized abuses. To meet these goals, Washington and Tokyo should encourage their companies to invest in Myanmar responsibly and transparently, offer funding and capacity-building support to meet Myanmar's infrastructure and other development needs, promote development in ethnic minority states, and cooperate on strengthening the capacity of the Myanmar government, private sector, and civil society. Strengthening bureaucratic capacity in Myanmar will have the dual benefit of ensuring a predictable and transparent climate for foreign investment and giving government officials in Naypyidaw and Yangon the ability to enact more stable, equitable governance by rule of law.

U.S. and Japanese Strategic Interests and Objectives

The United States and Japan share a range of strategic interests in Myanmar, given its position in the heart of the Indo-Pacific region—in particular, an overriding geostrategic interest in preventing Myanmar from becoming overly economically dependent on China. Furthering this interest includes preventing or mitigating Chinese actions in Myanmar that may directly harm U.S. and Japanese security interests and ensuring that Myanmar's participation in Chinese institutions and initiatives, most prominently the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), supports the country's economic and political development.

Despite their shared concerns, the United States and Japan prioritize interests in Myanmar differently, reflecting where the two nations' foreign policy approaches diverge. Although both nations value liberal governance, Japan's foreign policy focuses on creating stable rule of law practices that promote commerce and economic development, while the United States prioritizes transparent representational government, robust civil society, and human rights. With Myanmar's stalled democratization reforms and attempted ethnic cleansing of the Rohingya minority, Japan's desire to deepen economic engagement has come more visibly in conflict with the U.S. insistence on speaking out about Myanmar's governance failures.

The challenge for Washington and Tokyo will be to reconcile their divergent priorities with their shared goal of a prosperous and stable Myanmar. For the United States, securing Myanmar's continued transition from authoritarian rule to liberal democracy remains a key objective, including ensuring that human rights are respected. In contrast, Japan views its priority as keeping dialogue open with the Myanmar government regardless of its human rights situation. These different priorities mean U.S. and Japanese policy are at direct odds with one another in certain areas, such as proposed levels of economic engagement or lifting of U.S. sanctions.

The long-standing ethnic conflicts, renewed violence targeting the Rohingya minority, and the National League for Democracy (NLD) government's lack of response has drawn international media scrutiny and global condemnation, acting as a brake on investment from the United States, European Union, and other advanced economies. In 2017, through the Global Magnitsky Act, the Trump administration imposed targeted sanctions on Myanmar military officials accused of perpetrating ethnic cleansing and committing gross human rights abuses. Though sweeping sanctions appear unlikely, the Rohingya crisis ratcheted up reputational risks for international investors, on top of an already difficult investment and regulatory
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environment. If applied, such sanctions may push Myanmar into economic reliance on China in return for support in the UN Security Council and continued investment in the country.\textsuperscript{20}

For Japan, Myanmar can play an important role as a manufacturing hub for Japanese companies, part of Japan’s “Thailand-plus-one” model. The success of this model requires ensuring the continued success of the Thilawa Special Economic Zone (SEZ), a project led by Japanese companies and supported by the Japanese government. Tokyo can leverage the Thilawa SEZ as the engine for industrialization in the Yangon region and extend that model to other regions to support both Japanese businesses and Myanmar’s development.\textsuperscript{21}

Increasing connectivity within Myanmar and between Myanmar and its neighbors, including India and Thailand, is critical to the long-term growth of the Myanmar economy and to realizing the “free and open Indo-Pacific” strategies of the United States and Japan.\textsuperscript{22} Improving in-country infrastructure, such as transportation in the economic corridor between Yangon and Mandalay, is essential to ensuring that the country is regionally competitive and that development is inclusive. The United States and Japan must actively participate in developing Myanmar’s infrastructure—ensuring that infrastructure projects are transparent, accountable, financially responsible, and adhere to international standards—to prevent the establishment of networks that privilege the interests or supply chains of any one actor at the expense of the Myanmar people and other nations. Myanmar’s active membership in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), aided by increased regional connectivity, will help facilitate Myanmar’s integration into the broader region.

**Myanmar’s Political and Economic Landscape**

**ECONOMIC POLICY PRIORITIES**

In 2011, the government, led by Thein Sein and comprising former junta officials and retired military officers, kicked off a series of reforms that included improving relations with advanced democracies, motivated partly by the desire to avoid economic overdependence on China. Although diversification of trade, investment partners, and exports are key goals for Myanmar, China remains Myanmar’s dominant trading partner under the current government.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, the Rohingya crisis and ongoing military conflict in its northern Kachin and Shan States have complicated relations with the United States and the European Union, as demonstrated when European Union refused to sign the EU–Myanmar Investment Protection Agreement and began discussing sanctioning entire sectors.\textsuperscript{24} The challenge facing the United States is the question of how to uphold its core practice of responding to human rights challenges and simultaneously to prevent Myanmar’s economic isolation.


\textsuperscript{21} Concept based upon a field trip to Myanmar and roundtables in Tokyo and Washington with personnel from academia, business, government, think tanks and trade promotion organizations.


China and Myanmar continue to be strongly linked compared to Myanmar's other economic and
diplomatic partners, particularly the United States and India. Military cooperation between the China and
Myanmar started in 1989 under Myanmar's former military government. Unhampered by international
sanctions and interested in facilitating economic growth in the name of regional stability, China was one
of Myanmar's few trading partners before reforms.\[25\] Chinese goods made up approximately 20 percent of
Myanmar's total imports in the late 1990s, and rose as high as 33 percent in 2003, close to the current
percentage.\[26\] Many of these strategic interests from the 1990s are still held by Beijing today. Myanmar,
including its access to the Indian Ocean, has featured prominently in China’s People’s Liberation Army
geostrategic plans towards ASEAN. However, even when Myanmar was politically isolated, Myanmar–
China relations were highly complex. Under the military government, Myanmar leaders were cautious of
military or economic overdependence on any single external power, including China.\[27\]

Since ascending to power in 2016, State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi's top priority has been national
reconciliation, both between the democratic forces and the military and between the Burman majority and
various ethnic groups. Economic development has been a secondary concern. The table below summarizes
major Myanmar economic policies in recent years.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy and Agency</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Export</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Guide the country’s trade development and boost export competitiveness. Triple exports to $30 billion by 2020.</td>
<td>Sectors and products: textiles and garments; forestry products; beans, pulses, and oilseeds; rice; fisheries; rubber; and tourism. Cross-sector: access to finance, quality management, trade facilitation and logistics, and trade information and promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Policy</td>
<td>Feb 2016</td>
<td>Guide Myanmar into being a modern industrial nation.</td>
<td>Electric power, oil and gas, manufacturing, mining, hotel and tourism, livestock and fisheries, transport and communication and industrial zones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Policy</td>
<td>July 2016</td>
<td>12-point plan for people-centered and inclusive development. Establish a “united federal democratic union” with economic development balanced across states, opportunities for younger generations, and positive participation of all citizens.</td>
<td>Reforming SOEs, increasing infrastructure and foreign direct investment, protecting intellectual property rights, and achieving financial stability, among others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>June 2017</td>
<td>Screening of investment in certain areas are prioritized to promote FDI in those areas. In the New Companies Bill Notification No. 13/2017, many of the industries were offered income tax exemptions.</td>
<td>Manufacturing, renewable energy, agriculture, export promotion industries, import substitution industries, logistic industries and construction of affordable housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission (MIC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>Aug 2018</td>
<td>Long-term vision for national development that provides a framework for coordination and cooperation across ministries, states and regions, based on 3 pillars, 5 goals, 28 strategies and 251 action plans.</td>
<td>1) Peace, national reconciliation, security and good governance 2) Economic stability and strengthened macroeconomic management 3) Job creation and private sector led growth 4) Human resources and social development for a 21st century society 5) Natural resources and the environment for the prosperity of the nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2018–2030)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FDI = Foreign direct investment; SOE = state-owned enterprise.

CONSTRAINTS ON GROWTH

To sustain its high growth, Myanmar’s greatest need is infrastructure, especially electric power coverage and reliability. The Myanmar National Electrification Plan calls for 100 percent electrification by 2030, up from 34 percent in 2015.24 This involves increasing installed capacity to 16 gigawatts (GW), up from 4.3 GW in 2015.25 ADB projects that electricity investment requirements, including distribution and transmission, will be $40 billion through 2030.30

Despite these significant needs, power generation projects have stalled. Hydropower has been politically out-of-bounds since construction of the Chinese-led Myitsone Dam was suspended in 2011. Local groups and international NGOs have strongly opposed coal-fired power plants. Current government energy planning is considered unrealistic given the enormous and growing demand, largely from household consumption, and a poorly maintained national grid that does not service the bulk of the rural population.31 In February 2018, the government announced it would proceed with four natural gas-fired power plants, three of which will be supplied with liquified natural gas.32 The share of power generation owned by the state has decreased to 50 percent due to increasing private sector involvement.33 However, losses from subsidizing power tariffs rose to $400 million from 2016 to 2017.34 Until tariffs are revised, no new electricity infrastructure can be built.

In addition to the power sector, Myanmar’s railways, roads, and ports are vitally important to improve export competitiveness and to expand access to social services.35 Domestic transportation costs are largely inefficient and much higher than other ASEAN nations. In Thailand, transportation accounts for 8 percent of product costs; in Myanmar, it accounts for 40 percent.36 The lack of paved roads exacerbates the poverty trap, with 20 million people lacking access to all-season roads.37 Despite the urgent need for better transportation infrastructure, investments in transportation have been low, 1.0–1.5 percent of GDP for 2005–2015 or roughly $5 billion total, a fraction of the $60 billion investment required for 2016–2030.38

After almost 60 years of isolation and severe underfunding by successive military regimes, the quality of education is poor and there is a significant lack of technical skills and capacity. The World Bank and other international aid groups have struggled to improve the education system, and their efforts have extended to attempts to fill the bureaucracy with capable technocrats. Currently, rank-and-file bureaucrats are either ex-military or earned their positions under the former military government; many lack specialized training and in some cases, are suspicious of business and foreign engagement. Even when reforms are not
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30 Ibid.
31 Interview with a Myanmar expert in Tokyo.
34 Interviews with staff from the Myanmar government, multilateral institutions and Yangon embassies.
36 Interview with officials from Myanmar’s Ministry of Commerce.
deliberately blocked, the reform process is plagued by bureaucratic lack of capacity or authority to make key decisions, implement laws, or recommend reforms. Additionally, government salaries are very low, making it hard to attract talent and contributing to corrupt practices.

Myanmar suffers from one of the weakest tax collection systems in the world. The government collected just 6.4 percent of GDP in revenues from 2016 to 2017, compared to an average of 12 percent in low- and middle-income countries. Improving this system could boost the country’s coffers, giving Myanmar more room to increase spending on public services, infrastructure, and civil service training. Approximately 50 percent of revenue comes from state-owned enterprises, which tend to be inefficient and crowd out more productive private sector activity, making them a high priority for reform.

State-owned banks still account for more than half of the banking sector. The central bank of Myanmar has imposed significant restrictions on private banks in the country, hindering their ability to grow, lend, borrow, or receive capital from abroad. Most loans are short-term, less than one year, creating a problem as businesses cannot finance capital investments on such a short timeline. The central bank also does not allow foreign banks to offer most services, which would allow for know-how and technology to spread and offer local and foreign businesses and citizens access to more reliable, higher quality services. As a result, most foreign investments are financed offshore.

**U.S.–Japan Economic Involvement in Myanmar**

**Trade Relations**

China has long dominated Myanmar’s trade relations, partly due to China’s proximity, shared border, and strong cultural ties with Shan and Kachin provinces. Furthermore, the sanctions regimes—established by the United States, European Union, Canada, Australia in response to human rights abuses by the junta and followed by South Korea and Japan to a degree—limited Myanmar’s ability to trade with other countries besides China. Other ASEAN nations, unable to compete with China’s manufacturing ability, were unable to build stronger trade ties with Myanmar. China could leverage Myanmar’s high level of trade dependence into political influence, especially since others like the United States and India have lower trade volumes than they should, given their economic size and proximity. Exports to China are dominated by gemstones and increasingly by natural gas since the pipeline from Kyaukpyu was completed in 2013. In 2016, natural gas constituted a third of Myanmar’s exports to China and 5 percent of China’s natural gas imports. The oil pipeline from the Kyaukpyu deep-sea port to Kunming in China began operations in 2017, allowing China to avoid relying on oil transported through the Strait of Malacca (see the section Investment Relations and Major Projects below).
Table 2: Myanmar’s Trade with Selected Partners (in USD billion)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Exports 2016</th>
<th>Exports %</th>
<th>Imports 2016</th>
<th>Imports %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15.70</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Japan has steadily increased its trade and investments in the country for a number of reasons, which include curbing the Chinese footprint in the country. In 2016, Japan was Myanmar’s fourth largest import origin location and fifth largest export destination.45 Japan–Myanmar trade is slowly growing, with exports to Japan dominated by textiles. The value of garment exports—destined mainly for Japan, the European Union (which is considering trade sanctions on garments), and South Korea—rose to $1.86 billion in 2016–17, an increase from $1 billion in 2015–16.46 In 2016, imports from Japan were dominated by transportation products, at over 80 percent of total imports, followed by machines. Ninety percent of vehicles in Myanmar are from Japan; however this dominance could be jeopardized by a ban on the import of right-hand drive vehicles.47

The ASEAN–Japan Comprehensive Economic Partnership will abolish export tariffs for 90 percent of Japanese products to Myanmar by 2026.48 In 2013, Japan and Myanmar also signed a bilateral investment treaty that promotes stable and transparent conditions and establishes a dispute settlement tribunal.49 Japan hopes this will help create a good investment environment and build investor confidence, key pillars of its Myanmar strategy.

Under Myanmar’s previous government, the United States had no formal diplomat in the country and instituted broad sanctions prohibiting U.S. individuals or entities from investing in the country.50 Relations warmed after partial elections were held in 2010, but between the change in U.S. administration and U.S. domestic pressure to punish Myanmar for the Rohingya crisis, little to no progress has been made. The U.S.–Myanmar Partnership Dialogue between Myanmar’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the

U.S. State Department held its first meeting in 2016 but has yet to see activity under the Trump administration.\textsuperscript{51}

Despite gains made since the opening, bilateral trade between the United States and Myanmar remains low. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, total trade in goods of exports and imports between Myanmar and the United States amounted to $436 million in 2016; by comparison Japan and China traded nearly four and thirty times as much, respectively, with Myanmar in the same year.\textsuperscript{52} Major U.S. exports to Myanmar are aircraft, soybeans, machinery, and medical equipment.\textsuperscript{53} Since the import ban was lifted in 2012, U.S. imports from Myanmar rose significantly: from 2010 to 2017, the total size of U.S.–Myanmar trade in goods rose from $9.7 million to $577.2 million.\textsuperscript{54} In 2013, the U.S.–Myanmar Trade and Investment Framework Agreement was signed to develop discussions on trade and investment issues.

The United States has no free trade agreement with Myanmar, but Myanmar became a beneficiary of the U.S.’s Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program in November 2016. Myanmar was designated as a least developed beneficiary country, allowing 5,000 products to be imported duty free into the United States. Exports of travel goods, beans and peas, aluminum, honey and preserved fruits, and vegetables to the United States have grown as a result.\textsuperscript{55} Thanks to this status, exports to the United States are expected to grow further, however, Myanmar’s most important export item, garments, is not included on the list. Myanmar is similarly given GSP least developed country beneficiary status by Japan, which gives duty-free and quota-free status to up to 98 percent of total tariff lines, including garments. Unlike Cambodia, Indonesia, Philippines and Thailand, Myanmar will not suffer significant harm from trade diversion resulting from Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) because its main export destinations are not CPTPP members.\textsuperscript{56}

**INVESTMENT RELATIONS AND MAJOR PROJECTS**

Myanmar lags behind other Southeast Asian countries in foreign direct investment (FDI) and is the third smallest recipient of FDI in the region.\textsuperscript{57} Inward FDI stock equaled 38.4 percent of GDP in 2017, far below the 79.4 percent average among Southeast Asian nations.\textsuperscript{58} Nonetheless, FDI contributed significantly to recent growth, accounting for 26.2 percent of gross fixed capital formation in 2017.\textsuperscript{59} China is the largest investor, while the United States is far behind Asian countries in providing FDI. These numbers do not tell the whole story, as investments are often made by Japanese, U.S., and European companies via subsidiaries in Singapore, one of Myanmar’s top 10 sources of FDI. India could grow to be an important provider of infrastructure, including its planned deep-sea port at Sittwe, in Rakhine State.\textsuperscript{60} Government officials are


\textsuperscript{54} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{59} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{60} Prime Minister Narendra Modi signaled Myanmar’s importance by announcing his Act East policy on a visit there. Sittwe has encountered serious delays, and India’s infrastructure projects are perceived to make slow progress. Sittwe is part of the Kaladan Multi-Modal Transport Project, connecting Kolkata, Rakhine and India’s northeast.
hopeful investment will increase as Myanmar continues to liberalize and open its economy, but they maintain sober realism about the dampening effect of the Rohingya crisis, perceptions of the government’s lack of reform efforts, and dilapidated infrastructure.

Table 3: Foreign Direct Investment Inbound Stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>FDI (in USD billion)</th>
<th>Percent of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1.2 (2.7*)</td>
<td>1.6 (3.5*)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes investments made through Singapore.


One area of concern for the United States and Japan, as well as Myanmar, is the continued dominance of Chinese investment in the Myanmar economy. According to Myanmar’s Directorate of Investment and Company Administration data concerning approved investments from China, 64.6 percent went to the power sector, 22.9 percent to oil and gas, 6.5 percent to manufacturing, not including garments and agricultural processing, and 4.6 percent to mining. Much of the groundwork for these investments—including the oil and gas pipeline that starts in Kyaukpyu and snakes across the country—came before the 2011 opening, and once again large investments from China appear be on the rise. In September 2018, China and Myanmar signed a memorandum of understanding for the China–Myanmar Economic Corridor, connecting Kunming, Yunnan via Mandalay to Kyaukpyu and Yangon as part of the Belt and Road Initiative, and China has separate plans to invest in the Yangon City Development Project (see maps above).

The Kyaukpyu deep-sea port is one of the most visible Chinese-backed projects and serves as a microcosm of the challenges facing not only China–Myanmar investment but U.S. and Japanese investment as well. The project is slated to be one of the “biggest infrastructure projects in Myanmar’s history,” and originally gave China’s state-owned Citic Group a 70 percent stake. Located in Rakhine State, the port is the terminus of a $1.5 billion, 480-mile (770-km) parallel oil and natural gas pipeline from Kunming, China. Once fully operational, the pipeline could supply 6 percent of China’s oil imports. Land acquisition for

---
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the project has been criticized for potentially displacing 20,000 people, and failing to comply with Myanmar’s land laws and international standards on involuntary resettlement.67

Though the Myanmar constitution legally protects the Kyaukpyu port from use by foreign militaries, there are concerns China’s government could leverage port-related debt to force Myanmar to allow use by China’s People’s Liberation Army.68 Due to these concerns, Myanmar renegotiated a scaled-down version of the project, with Citic still in the lead for construction and ownership, but with the initial price tag cut from $7.2 billion to $1.3 billion.69 The implications of the port project present the United States with a conundrum: as Rakhine State is home to the majority of Myanmar’s Rohingya population, U.S. companies investing in the region could be accused of turning a blind eye to human rights abuses, but without alternative investors, Myanmar could find itself overly indebted to Chinese state-owned conglomerates.

U.S. companies are hesitant to enter the market due to large reputational risks and U.S. government restrictions. The United States has continued to apply Section 312 of the USA Patriot Act to Myanmar, preventing the entry of U.S. financial institutions (see the section Political Constraints below). One of the few companies willing to enter Myanmar is General Electric, currently an important subcontractor for projects by Japanese trading houses. Myanmar government officials expressed hope that they will receive U.S. investments in the financial sector, IT and infrastructure; these dovetail with comments from the U.S. Embassy in Yangon expressing interest in encouraging U.S. investment in finance, healthcare, franchise expansion, and energy. If the Myanmar government delivers on liberalization of the insurance sector, then U.S. investment in Myanmar could grow substantially.

Japan has significant economic presence in Yangon and the nearby Thilawa SEZ, and its companies were instructed by State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi to focus on developing Yangon. Japanese companies have started to invest in Mandalay and southern Rakhine State as well as the Dawei SEZ in the southeast. A majority of Japanese investments are made indirectly via third countries, as seen in Figure 1 below.

The Article II Mandate: Forging a Stronger Economic Alliance between the United States and Japan

Between 2000 to 2009, Japan diversified its FDI, shifting from natural resources investment to manufacturing (comprising a third of all Japanese investment), telecommunications, logistics, and real estate. Japan has made inroads in light manufacturing and logistics but has yet to invest in power generation, oil and gas, mining, and infrastructure on the scale of China. Japan is actively seeking to facilitate further Official Development Assistance (ODA) loans to finance infrastructure and power sector investments.

Myanmar holds high expectations for Japan to provide infrastructure, along with corporate social responsibility guidelines and transparent investment, technical assistance in legal reforms, and human capacity building. Japan is helping deliver on these hopes through the Myanmar–Japan Joint Initiative (MJJI) Investment Promotion Working Group, a bilateral dialogue started in 2013 between public and private stakeholders to help improve Myanmar’s investment climate. The first phase focused on inspection procedures, import and export policies, tax policy reforms, and improving infrastructure. In the start of its second phase in 2016, it established five currently operating working groups on industrial policy, import and export, finance and insurance, tax affairs, and investment promotion. The Japanese side systematically evaluates the progress of reforms. MJJI’s key organization, the Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Myanmar, has 372 members, a sevenfold increase since 2011. It does not share the results of MJJI with...
other chambers of commerce and did not express any intention to make the dialogue less exclusive or form a group of chambers of commerce.\textsuperscript{70}

Thilawa, Myanmar’s first SEZ, became operational in September 2015 after four years of preparation. The governments of Myanmar and Japan (through its Japan International Cooperation Agency or JICA) each own 10 percent, Myanmar Thilawa SEZ Holdings owns 41 percent, and the Japanese MMS Thilawa Development (backed by Mitsubishi, Marubeni, and Sumitomo) own the remaining 39 percent. Thilawa is widely considered a success and conforms to international development standards. It provides a regulatory model that can be expanded across the country. Two key factors for its success were ODA-funded infrastructure and a “one-stop service center,” where foreign investors can speak with ministry representatives and process all necessary regulatory paper work in one place.\textsuperscript{71} Japan is providing up to $176 million for the project, repayable over 40 years with 0.01 percent interest, of which $1.14 billion was invested as of July 2017.

The Dawei SEZ—originally a joint project between Myanmar and Thailand, joined by Japan in 2015\textsuperscript{72}—includes the construction of a highway and deep-sea port linking southern India, Thailand, Cambodia, and

\textsuperscript{70} Interview with members of the Japanese Chamber of Commerce in Yangon.

\textsuperscript{71} Interview with staff from Myanmar Japan Thilawa Development Limited

Vietnam. As of early 2018, the total cost of developing the Dawei SEZ was estimated at $8.3 billion. The project has suffered frequent delays and still faces significant obstacles before its completion. Concern and opposition to the project within Myanmar has grown, due to its excessive size, disputes over property and land rights, and compensation from investors. There are significant environmental concerns about the construction of coal power plants, destruction of mangrove forests, and coastal and maritime pollution. The interstate highway construction project linking Myanmar and Thailand has been especially problematic both socially and ecologically. Though journalists suggest that confidence in the Dawei SEZ project has increased since Japan’s joining, spillover from international sanctions in response to Myanmar’s handling of the Rohingya crisis make the project’s future uncertain.

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE
Myanmar received over $1.5 billion in foreign aid in 2016, with 48 percent going to economic infrastructure and services. To align with U.S. sanctions in 2003, Japan cut off development aid, including loans, but continued grant aid and technical cooperation. In 2012, Japan restarted large-scale development assistance and provided Myanmar with significant debt relief a year later, thus removing an obstacle to dispensing further loans to Myanmar. Japan is now the largest single country donor in Myanmar, with $429 million in aid in 2016, while India is the second largest. Myanmar was the largest and second-largest recipient of Japan's technical cooperation and grant assistance, respectively, in 2016. In 2016, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe pledged $7.7 billion over five years as part of the Myanmar-Japan Cooperation Program. Abe agreed in a summit meeting with then-President Htin Kyaw of Myanmar at the end of 2017 to support the development of Myanmar through accelerated public and private activities in urban development in Yangon, transportation investment, and electric power infrastructure improvements.

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) re-established its mission in Myanmar in 2012, after closing it in 1989. U.S. funding peaked in 2016, when Myanmar received $174 million through USAID, but after a slight decline to $148 million in 2017, funds dropped to $27 million in 2018 as of this writing in October 2018. Recent USAID assistance programming includes humanitarian assistance including emergency responses; governance assistance, including support for democratic participation and conflict prevention and resolution; and basic health and HIV/AIDS prevention.

---
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Interviews in Yangon revealed that coordination between JICA and USAID is minimal, despite similar projects, such as JICA’s Project for Capacity Development of Legal, Judicial and Relevant Sectors and USAID’s Promoting Rule of Law Project.

ADB and the World Bank, of which the United States and Japan are key members, also maintain a significant presence in Myanmar. Cumulatively, ADB has contributed $2.17 billion to 135 projects up to the end of 2017, with $341.2 million committed in that year. ADB produced a full country partnership strategy, 2017–2021, which prioritizes infrastructure for transport, energy and urban development, education and training, and rural development, thus fitting closely with Japanese aims in Myanmar.81

The World Bank committed to lending $617 million to Myanmar in 2017. Its focus areas for 2015–2017 were reducing rural poverty, investing in people and effective institutions, and supporting a dynamic private sector to create jobs.82 However, the Rohingya crisis and other issues related to human rights abuses have slowed lending projects due to reputational and moral hazard risks. The World Bank withheld a $200 million loan to Myanmar in October 2017, a move criticized by the Japanese Embassy. Japan argued that restricting investment would only benefit China and suggested the United States, Japan, and the World Bank cooperate to avoid such actions. The Rohingya crisis has led the World Bank to focus on high-impact projects supporting education, health services, electricity, rural roads, and inclusion of ethnic groups and religions.83

PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE TIES

Japan enjoys a very strong reputation in Myanmar. According to Ipsos Indonesia, surveyed Myanmar citizens considered Japan the most important partner to Myanmar, marginally higher than China and significantly higher than the United States, as well as the most important partner for the future.84 Furthermore, they also considered Japan to be Myanmar’s most reliable friend, as they perceive Japan as providing solutions to global issues and developing cooperation in the international community.85 Those who considered the United States or China to be its most reliable friend did so due to economic or security reasons. The United States has a growing Myanmar diaspora; between 2007 and 2015, Myanmar, along with Iraq, topped the origin of refugees consistently accepted into the United States at about 15,000 per annum.86

---

POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS
In October 2016, the United States waived most of its economic restrictions on Myanmar. It lifted both the national emergency and the subsequent nullification of the Myanmar-specific programs due to the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons (SDN) List. It exempted Myanmar from Section 311 of the USA Patriot Act, which had prevented U.S. banks from providing trade and investment financing in Myanmar. However, Myanmar remains subject to Section 312, which specifies that U.S. banking institutions and non-U.S. banking institutions with operations in the U.S. can provide certain services—including trade financing, finance investment in Myanmar, and helping U.S. investors repatriate their profits—only if strict due diligence requirements regarding money laundering are met. Only Cuba, Iran, and North Korea are also on this list. The American Chamber of Commerce in Myanmar found that U.S. companies are reluctant to invest in Myanmar because U.S. banks refused to conduct financial transactions with local banks due to these restrictions. Myanmar has taken steps to address money laundering concerns and the U.S. government is aware of the burden Section 312 places on
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U.S. financial institutions. While the Treasury Department may permanently exempt Myanmar once enough progress is made to improve its anti-money laundering and corruption regimes, such a move is unlikely in the near future. President Donald Trump would have to notify Congress that the Treasury Department was permanently ending implementation of Section 312, which seems unlikely given the situation in Rakhine State. Additionally, the United States has added individuals and military divisions to the SDN list under the Global Magnitsky Act, meaning that no U.S. persons or entities can engage in any transactions with those on the list. Other Myanmar individuals and entities, including a narcotics-producing ethnic army, the United Wa State Army, are designated under the Drug Kingpin Act.

The United States and Japan have collaborated productively in Myanmar to enforce sanctions against North Korea. Both countries pressured Myanmar officials to sever ties with North Korea. However, a 2018 UN report found Myanmar purchased conventional weapons and ballistic missile systems from North Korea in violation of international sanctions.\(^{91}\) The United States has sanctioned officials for dealing with Pyongyang, but Japan has not imposed similar sanctions.\(^ {92}\)

**Recommendations on Myanmar**

We believe it is both vital and feasible for the United States and Japan to simultaneously advance both their economic and human rights objectives in Myanmar. By strengthening infrastructure, human capacity, and governance practices, Myanmar will become a stronger, more democratic, more stable nation, better able to negotiate relations with large neighbors, such as China, on its own terms.

**UNITED STATES**

1. **Create pathways towards investment and lifted sanctions that are linked to improvements in human rights and democratization.** In the early stages of Myanmar’s democratization process, Myanmar was subject to financial sanctions under the USA Patriot Act, and these continue to this day. Hindered by due diligence requirements of Section 312, U.S. financial services firms cannot provide services within the country and thus are prevented from facilitating private financing, investing in the country’s growing financial industry, and working with Japanese firms to cope with money laundering and corruption from within. Given the current climate, with U.S. concerns about human rights violations against the Rohingya minority and the sham conviction of two Reuters reporters, it is unrealistic to expect U.S. lawmakers to lift sanctions and other punitive economic measures at present. However, Washington can more clearly link these issues by offering the government in Naypyidaw greater access to foreign investment and other development support on condition of improved treatment of minorities, greater freedom of the press, and other steps toward more democratic governance.

2. **Support U.S. business efforts to be a positive force for growth and better governance.** The U.S. government should encourage U.S. companies in Myanmar to do appropriate and enhanced due diligence on prospective business partners, particularly those that could have ties to the military. Unlike in previous campaigns, most human rights activists and Myanmar critics do not want to block investment in the country, recognizing the need to lift its people out of poverty and root out
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corruption. However, many are calling for companies to sever any links with local companies owned by or tied to the military. The American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham) in Yangon can provide valuable resources to guide U.S. companies on which local companies to avoid. The U.S. government should also work with AmCham Yangon to identify key areas preventing expanded or new investment, including legal and regulatory frameworks, infrastructure, and capacity. Working groups can be created among members of AmCham Yangon to pool expertise and potential corporate social responsibility opportunities to target capacity issues, particularly on management and employee training, drafting bills, and engaging more effectively with the Myanmar government.

**JAPAN**

1. **Amplify the success of Thilawa SEZ as a model for foreign investment and better governance.** Japan’s success with Thilawa stands in contrast to the slow progress of other SEZs in Myanmar, notably Kyaukpyu in the north and Dawei in the south. Improvements in these zones could support economic development and better governance throughout the country. Japan should continue to support Thilawa as a hub for investment not only by Japanese but also U.S. and other foreign companies. Japan could also help Dawei SEZ improve its record with respect to environmental impact, social impact, and local consultations. Dawei’s chances of success would be increased if the project were scaled down and priority given to constructing a port and road to Thailand to improve connectivity. Japan should also consider offering support to Indian efforts to improve connectivity in the north of the country as an alternative to China’s dominant role there.

2. **Improve information sharing with other embassies and chambers of commerce.** The Japanese government, through its embassy in Myanmar, should share information about its MJJI meetings and other government contacts on behalf of business, so that their dialogue can benefit not only Japanese companies but also U.S. and other foreign companies. Although Japan may stand in a privileged position currently, it will lose its standing if it continues to operate with a mindset of exclusivity. It is necessary to begin to gather the trust and support of other allies and partners operating in Myanmar.

**JOINT ACTION**

1. **Help Myanmar improve coordination of its development strategy.** There is no shortage of multilateral and bilateral agencies in Myanmar, including the World Bank, ADB, JICA, and USAID, offering assistance to support the country’s economic development. However, a severe shortage of staff and skills in Myanmar’s development agencies makes it difficult for them to make best use of these various offers of assistance. The United States and Japan should coordinate more closely between themselves, and with the Myanmar government, to prioritize the country’s development needs and sources of assistance and more effectively implement Myanmar’s own development strategy.

2. **Cooperate on human capacity building and technical assistance.** Myanmar desperately needs greater human capacity. In particular, procurement officials need better ability to evaluate investment proposals to ensure they meet international standards of open and transparent bidding, social and environmental safeguards, and debt sustainability. In the financial sector, there is a pressing need for technical assistance to help local banks better manage risk and to help the central bank improve its policy functions. JICA is currently working to develop human resources in
the customs agency, and the U.S.–ASEAN Business Council is providing technical support to
develop small and medium-sized enterprises. U.S. and Japanese agencies should coordinate so
they can better build on and reinforce these initiatives.

3. **Support economic development in ethnic minority states.** In the short term, Washington and
Tokyo should coordinate more closely on targeted sanctions against military leaders and those
instigating violence in ethnic areas. Over the long term, in addition to working on a political
solution to the crisis, the United States and Japan should promote economic development in
ethnic minority states, especially Rakhine and Shan states, in coordination with local
communities and key stakeholders, to ensure equity, fairness, and an understanding of the
concerns, needs, and complex dynamics on the ground. USAID and JICA should extend support for
rural electrification and cooperate on projects to strengthen rule of law, while U.S. and Japanese
representatives at ADB and the World Bank should work together to gain support for such
initiatives.

4. **Cooperate on infrastructure development.** Infrastructure—particularly roads, power, and energy
facilities—is one of Myanmar’s most pressing development needs. With the creation of a new
development finance corporation in the United States under the BUILD Act (see Introduction),
there is greater scope for coordination with the Japan Bank for International Cooperation on
infrastructure finance. U.S. firms need a mechanism to understand Japan’s two-step loans, so they
can share their technology at the subcontractor level. U.S. and Japanese companies should also
seek to gain a role in Chinese infrastructure projects, such as by providing the wiring, logistics,
and software. A possible example of a cooperative infrastructure project would be Japanese
construction of a liquified natural gas terminal to allow the import of U.S. gas, helping address the
needs of both Myanmar and Japan for reliable sources of energy.

5. **Improve coordination between the U.S. and Japanese embassies and chambers of commerce.**
Communication and joint efforts between the U.S. and Japanese embassies and chambers of
commerce in Myanmar are limited. Given the shared interests of the two countries in promoting
Myanmar’s economic development, providing enhanced opportunities for foreign companies, and
lessening Myanmar’s economic dependence on China, the two embassies and chambers of
commerce should hold regular meetings—at least quarterly—to share information and policy
proposals and agree on joint actions.
Case Study #2 | Vietnam

Perhaps no country in Asia better captures the range of shared interests between the United States and Japan than Vietnam. Located at the mouth of the Mekong River, the western rim of the South China Sea, and the periphery of China, Vietnam has weathered great-power campaigns for millennia. Its history includes myriad wars of resistance against and periods of colonial domination by Chinese empires. The country’s population size and its geographic position make it an important counterweight to Beijing’s strategic ambitions in Asia. Strengthening Vietnam’s ability to defend itself and develop a strong economy is thus the overriding strategic priority for U.S. and Japanese foreign policy towards Vietnam. That means not only providing security assistance but also supporting continued economic growth, particularly cultivating a diverse range of trade and investment partners for Vietnam and preventing overdependence on China.
**U.S. and Japanese Strategic Interests and Objectives**

The United States and Japan both have a significant strategic and commercial interest in seeing Hanoi continue economic liberalization. Such reforms will facilitate Vietnam’s transition from a command economy and investment- and export-led growth model, to a consumption-led market economy. This would put the economy on a more stable long-term trajectory and also create new opportunities for U.S. and Japanese businesses to benefit from the country’s rapid growth. Measures to improve the efficiency of state-owned enterprises (SOEs)—including privatizing weak SOEs, loosening restrictions on foreign investment activity, reducing corruption, and eliminating tariffs and other trade barriers—will be key markers in Vietnam’s economic progress. 93

Though the United States and Japan are closely aligned on the high-level strategic and economic issues at stake in Vietnam, they have some significant differences on human rights and sectoral priorities. Historically, the United States has emphasized supporting human rights and civil society in Vietnam, in contrast to Japan’s approach, which has generally been more neutral on human rights, though Japan has advocated for higher labor standards in trade agreements.

Japan and the United States have a strong mutual interest in participating in Vietnam’s energy sector as major investors developing new sources of oil, gas, coal, and other power projects. 94 These new sources would not only meet Vietnam’s growing energy needs but also provide Japan another source of imported energy in the region. 95

**Political and Economic Landscape**

**VIETNAM’S ECONOMIC POLICY PRIORITIES**

The core priorities of the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) remain in many ways largely unchanged from the beginning of reforms in 1986. Domestically, this means maintaining the party’s grip on power and role in the economy while promoting strong, sustainable, and inclusive economic growth.

The CPV recognizes that Vietnam must adapt its development model to continue the economy’s high growth trajectory. The Vietnamese economy’s tripartite structure—split between the highly productive manufacturing export sector, underpinned by foreign direct investment (FDI), and the less productive domestic services and agricultural sectors—has begun to show significant strains and is not delivering economic benefits for large segments of the population, particularly outside the Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City metro areas. The CPV understands the economy will have to begin transitioning towards consumption, services and higher value-added advanced manufacturing, as Japan and South Korea have in the past, and China is currently seeking to do. This strategic shift is intended to avoid the middle-income trap and sustain the country’s high productivity growth and manufacturing employment, even as its labor
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costs rise. To that end, the government is targeting a range of sectors for development, such as renewable energy generation.96

The country's core foreign economic policy priorities are aimed at reinforcing these domestic goals—in particular, the diversification of Vietnam's trade and investment flows and the reform of the state sector. The government sees the continued expansion and deepening of the country's trade agreements as integral to its development strategy, as well as a diplomatic hedge against overreliance on China. In a speech to the Vietnam Business Summit on November 2017, Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc said the government planned to complete four more free trade agreements (FTAs) in the near future, including the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), along with bilateral FTAs with Cuba and Israel.97 The Ministry of Industry and Trade’s Strategy on Exports and Imports for 2011–2020, with Visions to 2030 identifies clear goals of consolidating the country's economic partnerships and diversifying its export and import markets.98 These goals are paired with the objective of supplying the growing Chinese consumer market as Chinese labor costs rise.

## Table 1: Vietnam’s Economic Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Master Plan on Economic Restructuring      | 2013  | Improve efficiency of resource allocation to increase economic growth and productivity. | 1. Restructure and privatize state-owned enterprises and commercial banks.  
2. Eliminate unnecessary regulations and barriers to integration with international markets. |
| Vietnam 2035                                | 2015  | A long-term joint initiative of the World Bank and Vietnam’s Ministry of Planning and Investment that aims to sustainably modernize and industrialize Vietnam’s economy. Also hopes to facilitate and support a higher standard of living for Vietnamese citizens. | 1. Support an economy with a GDP per capita of at least $18,000 in 2011 Purchasing Power Parity.  
2. 90 percent of GDP should come from industry and services.  
3. 80 percent of GDP should come from the private sector.  
4. Maintain 6 percent annual growth rate.  
5. Improve public infrastructure including health care and education.  
6. Encourage diversity and inclusivity in Vietnamese economy.  
7. Create more opportunities for innovation and entrepreneurship.  
8. Establish a modern rule of law and democratic society. |
3. Effectively manage climate change and natural resources, and improve environmental protections.  
4. Insure social and political stability and address national security issues.  
5. Encourage Vietnam’s economic integration into international markets and institutions. |

### CONSTRAINTS ON GROWTH

Vietnam today is butting up against the limits of its development model, and experiencing new constraints on growth. Despite significant progress in recent decades, the country’s infrastructure needs are still massive. Electricity generation will need to expand to meet the demands of the industrial sector and increasingly wealthy consumers. Despite a high density of roads, Vietnam must continue to improve its transportation systems between and within its major population centers, in particular mass transit systems. Vietnam allocated 5.8 percent of GDP to infrastructure in 2016, but will need to target spending
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judiciously to support growth and manage urbanization in the coming years. Public aversion against increasing public debt beyond a 65 percent ceiling has caused infrastructure projects to be delayed, with no macro solutions in sight. The government has even begun to divest SOEs because of fiscal pressures. The country will also need to build out its financial services infrastructure; the economy is still largely cash-based, and only 21 percent of adults have access to formal financial services, one of the lowest rates in Southeast Asia.

To take advantage of IT opportunities, Vietnam must also overcome its low internet usage, with only 52.1 million users (about half the population) in 2016, and projected to rise to a mere 59 million users by 2022. Broader, more reliable, higher-bandwidth connectivity is key to developing high-tech industries, especially if Vietnam aims to become a leader in business outsourcing. Although the country is recognized for its strong basic education, Vietnam will need further advances to train workers in high-skilled professions to participate in the emerging technology and advanced manufacturing sectors. Completion rates for high school and university are low on average, and even lower for poor and rural populations. Vietnam will need to increase access to tertiary education and provide students with the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) skills needed for employment, rather than focus instruction on Marxist political doctrine.

In the long term, Vietnam faces significant challenges from an aging population, environmental damage, including the threat from climate change, and lingering public health issues. Although Vietnam has a relatively low median age of 27.4, the share of the population age 5–19 is projected to fall from 27 percent in 2010 to 22 percent by 2020. This demographic shift is expected to be among the fastest in the world. Vietnam will not be able to rely on a youth bulge to drive growth as it has in past decades, and the social security system remains small relative to expected needs. Finally, HIV and AIDS continue to plague Vietnam, with 250,000 people living with the virus, the 22nd highest number in the world. The country is also vulnerable to infectious diseases such as hepatitis A, typhoid fever, malaria, dengue fever, and bacterial diarrhea. Addressing these health issues will require significant investments in the country's public health infrastructure; Vietnam has just 2.6 hospital beds per 1,000 people in 2014 compared to Japan's 13.4 beds per 1,000 people in 2012.
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U.S.–Japan Economic Involvement in Vietnam

TRADE RELATIONS

While the United States has been Vietnam’s primary export destination over the past two decades, China has arguably surpassed it; official statistics are inconclusive. China was Vietnam’s primary import origin in 2016, followed by South Korea. Imports from China were primarily capital goods at 47 percent and intermediate goods at 39 percent. The foremost import sector is electrical machinery at 45 percent, led by telephone components at 11 percent, a major input for Vietnamese consumer electronics exporters.\(^\text{111}\)

Trade with the United States remains critical to Vietnam. As of 2015, consumer goods, at 66 percent, dominate Vietnam’s exports to the United States.\(^\text{113}\) The top product categories are textiles and clothing at 35 percent, electrical machinery (e.g. broadcasting equipment, integrated circuits, and computers) at 22 percent, and footwear at 13 percent.\(^\text{114}\) Vietnam’s imports from the United States indicate the two countries’ relative positioning in regional supply chains: 43 percent are capital goods, and intermediate goods and raw materials each account for 23 percent.\(^\text{115}\) The top imported product, integrated circuits, is a major input for Vietnamese exports of computers and other consumer electronics. Similarly, the second-largest import category from the United States, raw cotton, is a key input for textiles.\(^\text{116}\) These trade dynamics reflect U.S. prowess in more advanced manufacturing and agriculture and Vietnam’s role as a major assembler of finished goods.

Table 2: Vietnam’s Trade with Selected Partners (in USD billion)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Exports 2017</th>
<th>Exports %</th>
<th>Imports 2017</th>
<th>Imports %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>210.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>220.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

\(^\text{111}\) According to Vietnamese statistics, the United States is Vietnam’s top export destination, but China reports a higher volume of imports from Vietnam ($50 billion) than does the United States ($47 billion).


\(^\text{116}\) Ibid.

\(^{117}\) “What does Vietnam,” The Economic Complexity Observatory.
Vietnam’s exports to Japan mirror those to the United States in the major categories—in 2015, consumer goods constituted 58 percent, capital goods 16 percent, electrical machinery 24 percent, and textiles and clothing 22 percent—with some notable differences in smaller sectors.\(^{118}\) Most significantly, Vietnam exported $580 million in crude petroleum to Japan in 2015, highlighting Vietnam’s role in regional energy trade and Japan’s large demand.\(^{119}\) However, raw materials are only 4 percent of Vietnam’s imports from Japan overall. The statistics indicate a close relationship between Japanese and Vietnamese manufacturers: 54 percent of Vietnam’s imports are capital goods, 47 percent electrical machinery, and 28 percent intermediate goods.\(^ {120}\) Moreover, while Vietnam has a large surplus with the United States, its trade with Japan is much more balanced, primarily due to Vietnam’s energy exports to Japan.\(^ {121}\)

Despite the United States’ importance to Vietnam’s trade balance, the U.S. lacks an FTA with Vietnam, and following the U.S. withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), there is presently no proposed agreement on the table. Vietnam was expected to make significant gains from U.S. membership in TPP, and lost over a quarter of forecasted income gains from the pact due to the U.S. withdrawal, according to analysis from the Peterson Institute for International Economics.\(^ {122}\) Nevertheless, Vietnam is expected to see income gains, relative to baseline growth, of over $11 billion through 2030 from CPTPP,\(^ {123}\) which includes disciplines on SOEs, reinforcing Vietnam’s goal of reforming the state sector, and labor agreements, advocated by Japan at the request of the United States.\(^ {124}\)

Washington’s ability to persuade Hanoi fell significantly after U.S. withdrawal from TPP. CPTPP includes provisions in the original agreement such as enhanced labor rights, but without incentives from TPP or reprisals from the Trump administration, there have been troubling signs of backsliding by Hanoi on treatment of labor and environmental activists.\(^ {125}\) Similarly, in the area of digital governance, Hanoi is adopting more protectionist policies despite U.S. diplomatic protests.\(^ {126}\)

U.S.–Vietnam trade relations are currently discussed under the U.S.–Vietnam Trade and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA), first adopted in 2007.\(^ {127}\) During TPP negotiations, the two countries addressed bilateral issues as part of that initiative but resumed TIFA meetings after the US withdrew from TPP. In the most recent TIFA meeting, in March 2018, the United States urged Vietnam to address a range
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of barriers in the bilateral relationship. Some of the most significant non-tariff barriers to U.S. exports include regulations on food safety, financial services, and digital trade. Recently, Vietnam has increased tariffs on several food and agricultural products, including sweeteners, tomato products, and shelled walnuts. These tariffs remain below levels prescribed by the World Trade Organization, but concerns remain that protectionism is rising in Vietnam.

Unlike the United States, Japan does have an FTA with Vietnam: the Agreement between Japan and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for an Economic Partnership, which took effect in 2009. Aside from clear advantages to both countries due to their respective complementary comparative advantages, Vietnam has shown a careful but pragmatic approach to balancing trade and security relations between Japan, the United States and China. This approach towards balancing trade between great powers to achieve non-alignment was further solidified through Vietnam’s inclusion first in TPP, then CPTPP.

INVESTMENT RELATIONS AND MAJOR PROJECTS

Within Southeast Asia, Vietnam is one of the major recipients of FDI, which has contributed significantly to the country’s export and investment-led growth. Foreign investment accounted for 28 percent of gross fixed capital formation in 2017, and 70 percent of exports were supported by FDI. But the United States still lags behind Asian states in FDI in Vietnam, ranking 13th in total registered capital for foreign direct investment projects licensed in 2016. The majority of both U.S. and Japanese FDI in Vietnam is in manufacturing.

There are some early signs that U.S. investment in Vietnam is expanding and changing. From 2007 to 2014, the number of U.S.-based multinational enterprises in Vietnam tripled from 17 to 50. U.S.-based electronics companies are following the lead of their competitors in Japan and South Korea by establishing operations in Vietnam: Intel now produces 80 percent of its PC central processing units in the country, and Microsoft has recently moved in. Meanwhile, Hilton has agreed to a hotel management contract in Hanoi with BRG Group, a Vietnamese conglomerate. U.S. companies have also moved into Vietnam’s agriculture sector; Cargill recently developed a tenth aqua feed line in the country. Notably, these new ventures follow the projections for major growth industries in Vietnam: advanced manufacturing, tourism, and agriculture. Much of this initial uptick likely occurred in anticipation of TPP, and it is possible that FDI growth will slow due to U.S. withdrawal. On the other hand, U.S. investment in Vietnam could continue to
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grow as U.S. industries and firms in China seek new destinations in reaction to the recent U.S. Section 301 tariffs on Chinese imports.

**Table 3: FDI Inflows into Vietnam from Selected Counterparts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>FDI (USD million)</th>
<th>Percent of total</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>FDI (USD million)</th>
<th>Percent of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>50,554</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>7,965</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>42,434</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>3,036</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>10,528</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>2,137</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>10,142</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>293,700</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>26,891</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Unlike the United States, Japan is already a substantial investor in Vietnam, second only to South Korea and well ahead of China. Japan has been a major factor in Vietnam’s emergence as a center of manufacturing activity in Asia, concentrating its investment in transportation equipment, electric machinery, and metalworking, as well as finance and insurance. According to the Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO), 1,700 Japanese companies have entered the Vietnamese market, and 70 percent of Japanese firms operating in Vietnam plan to expand their business. Vietnam hosts a significant number of Japanese electronics companies that do simple assembly and basic research and development in the country, including Canon, Fujitsu, Tokyo Micro, Fuji Xerox, and Panasonic. In the event that Thailand does not join CPTPP, Vietnam is poised to become a more important manufacturing hub in Southeast Asia for Japanese companies.

Japanese companies’ role in infrastructure investment is equally important to their role in manufacturing. Japan continues to outrank China as Vietnam’s largest source of infrastructure investment. Unlike their U.S. counterparts, Japanese companies have effectively leveraged support from their government to secure contracts and finance major projects. Japanese companies have also been involved in urban infrastructure and in larger consortiums including non-Japanese entities, and Vietnam is looking to Japan for high-speed rail infrastructure development.
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Japan has been particularly active in supporting energy projects. One project that suggests both the promise and pitfalls for these efforts is the private sector-led Vung Ang II power plant project. Jointly sponsored by Mitsubishi and a Hong Kong-based holding company, financed by the Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), involving General Electric as a prime engineering, procurement and construction contractor, the project aims to build a 1,200-megawatt coal-fired power plant in Ha Tinh province. Though the plant will help meet rising electricity demand in Vietnam, coal is increasingly regarded with suspicion by Vietnamese officials and citizens who are aware of the environmental impact.

In recent years, Japanese investment has begun to diversify out of manufacturing and infrastructure. JETRO reports that in 2016, half of new direct investment was not in the manufacturing sector, but in education, IT, hotels, and restaurants. Japanese firms also invest in Vietnam’s agricultural sector, with 43 high-tech agricultural projects recorded. Kubota, for instance, has signed contracts worth over $46.5 million to develop clean agriculture technology in Vietnam. The JETRO Hanoi office places a clear
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strategic focus on introducing Japanese investments into agricultural processing in Vietnam. Recently, Japanese companies have also been jointly investing and cooperating with Korean companies. For example, Sumitomo and CJ Group are engaged in a joint venture to produce flour, and Swing Water and Hanshin jointly constructed a sewage treatment plant. Therefore, Korean and Japanese investments are not necessarily exclusive, and more opportunities remain for future collaboration.

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE
Though no longer a low-income country, Vietnam still receives a significant amount of official development aid. In 2016, Vietnam received $2.9 billion in foreign aid, with 63 percent going to infrastructure and related services. As suggested by the prominent roles of JICA and JBIC in supporting infrastructure investment in Vietnam, Japan is the largest aid donor, providing nearly $1.6 billion. Vietnam is Japan's second-largest aid beneficiary, following India. Japan has provided aid worth over $1 billion to Vietnam every year since 2012, a jump from the previous threshold of around $600 million. This aid is conducted through JICA, which sends over 100 experts in the country. Most aid to Vietnam is in infrastructure and human resources, particularly in transport and communications.

As with most Japanese investments, aid to Vietnam has focused on Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, and adjacent areas. The most recently announced project, and largest in 2017 by value, is a public sanitation project in Bien Hoa City, which was funded through Official Development Assistance loans provided by JICA worth $247 million. Many JICA projects in Vietnam like this one focus on soft infrastructure such as environmental management and private sector development, but few of its projects are service-based only, without a physical infrastructure component.

In contrast, aid from the United States tends to focus on health and social infrastructure, as well as strengthening governance, access to education, gender equality, increased competition, environmental protection, legacies of war, and transparency. The United States disbursed $138 million worth of foreign assistance to Vietnam in 2016, a significant increase over $9 million in 2002, albeit only a tenth of Japan’s foreign aid towards Vietnam. Nearly all of this aid is in the form of grants. The U.S. Agency for
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International Development (USAID) provides the vast majority of this aid, accounting for $83 million spent on Vietnam in 2017. The USAID mission in Vietnam is fairly large, with 41 employees, many of whom are focused on HIV/AIDS and infectious diseases. This reflects USAID’s strategy of prioritizing healthcare, articulated in 2014 when it listed governance strengthening, healthcare, and environmental remediation through dioxin cleanup as its key areas of focus. USAID’s Provincial Competitiveness Index has become an important aspect of national economic policy. However, the planned budget for 2018, though it still allocates the largest share to healthcare and other social services, also includes significant funding for security related projects.

Also unlike Japan, USAID has indicated that its priority regions are the Central Highlands, Northern Highlands, and Mekong Delta, largely rural areas outside major population centers. Aid there focuses on HIV/AIDS care, conflict and security, and general environmental protection, with $97 million spent on those three areas alone in 2016. USAID has also done significant work on environmental sustainability.

158 “U.S. Foreign Aid by Country: Vietnam,” USAID.
and cleanup as a legacy of war, including assisting with dioxin decontamination around the Da Nang Airport and conducting studies on dioxin remediation at Bien Hoa.159

Table 4: Selected Donors’ Aid to Vietnam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Priority Sectors</th>
<th>Priorities</th>
<th>Funding (2016, net, in USD million)160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Economic infrastructure, transport and communications</td>
<td>Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, and adjacent areas</td>
<td>1,166 (mostly loans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Healthcare, including HIV/AIDS, environmental cleanup, governance</td>
<td>Northern and Central Highlands, Mekong Delta (rural)</td>
<td>104 (mostly grants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Poverty alleviation, Infrastructure</td>
<td>Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City areas and central coastline</td>
<td>621 (mostly loans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>Transportation, energy, poverty alleviation/social services</td>
<td>Domestic and regional connectivity, Central Highlands</td>
<td>271 (mostly loans)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE TIES
The United States and Japan hold significant advantages in public opinion in Vietnam. Pew Research shows an impressive 86 percent of surveyed Vietnamese people held a favorable opinion of U.S. citizens in 2017. Though confidence in the U.S. president has declined from 71 to 58 percent since the election of Donald Trump, this has not translated into a more negative opinion of the United States more broadly.161 There are some lingering differences by age group in perceptions of the United States, but the long-term trend is favorable. Almost 90 percent of 18- to 29-year-olds had a positive opinion of the United States, while just 60 percent of those over 50 did.162

Opinion of Japan is also highly positive, with 90 percent saying the Japan–Vietnam relationship was friendly, and 45 percent saying Japan is Vietnam’s most reliable friend.163 There is also evidence that Japan’s development assistance is helping shape this favorable opinion, with 95 percent of survey respondents in a 2017 poll saying that aid from Japan is helpful to Vietnam’s development.

160 “Aid (ODA) disbursements to countries and regions [DAC2a],” OECD, http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=Table2A.
Table 4: Vietnamese Ties with the United States and Japan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vietnamese Immigrants in Country</th>
<th>Vietnamese’s Feelings Towards Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Vietnamese Immigrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>1,343,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>199,990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Migration Policy Institute, Statistics Japan, & Pew Research Center. See footnote for detail.

Including both native-born and foreign-born U.S. residents, Pew estimates that there are about 2 million Vietnamese in the United States.

Educational ties between the United States and Vietnam have also grown significantly in recent years. Vietnam was the sixth largest source of foreign exchange students in the United States in the 2016–2017 school year, with over 20,000 Vietnamese students attending U.S. institutions at the undergraduate and graduate level, or enrolled in optional practical training programs. Of these students, 68 percent studied at the undergraduate level, with the largest contingent studying business and management. Over 2,500 Vietnamese students attended intensive English language programs in 2017, the ninth largest cohort by country.

After China, Japan is the second largest destination for Vietnamese students studying abroad, with over 61,000 students in 2017. Additionally, over 26,000 Vietnamese students were in Japanese language institutes in 2017, and in a recent public opinion poll 58 percent of Vietnamese respondents reported interest in learning Japanese.

Party-to-party ties with China are very strong and the three pillars of power in Vietnam—the party, the military, and security services—all hold deep suspicions of the United States. However, Vietnam public opinion of China is fairly negative, holding at a 10 percent approval rate in 2017, and the Vietnam public’s confidence in the Chinese leader has dwindled from 31 percent in 2014 to 20 percent in 2015 and 18 percent in 2017. These negative views act as a major brake on the Vietnamese government pulling closer to China.
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Recommendations on Vietnam

Other than Singapore, Vietnam is arguably the most important partner for the United States and Japan in Southeast Asia when it comes to advancing a rules-based economic order in the Indo-Pacific. The country’s historic suspicion of China and acceptance of higher standards in TPP negotiations makes Hanoi open to proposals from Washington and Tokyo for domestic economic reform and joint action in regional rule-making and norm-setting. Washington and Tokyo should enhance their individual and collective efforts to promote a more open, engaged Vietnam.

UNITED STATES

1. **Use the U.S.–Vietnam Trade and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA) to address market access and structural problems in Vietnam’s economy.** After the U.S. withdrawal from TPP, the TIFA remains the best venue to address key sticking points between the two countries on trade policy. U.S. officials should use the TIFA to establish clear goals and recommended actions for change in Vietnamese policies, such as those listed in the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative’s annual National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers. Progress on these issues would not only increase U.S. commercial opportunities in Vietnam but also strengthen the country’s economy and make it a more capable partner.

2. **Work to build Vietnam’s administrative capacity.** Vietnam suffers from under-developed trade, regulatory, and tax management systems. The United States should step up its existing capacity-building efforts in the country. In 2001 and 2010, USAID initiated the Support for Trade AcceleRation (STAR) projects to help Vietnam open its economy, encourage growth, and fulfill its bilateral trade agreement with the United States.\(^{172}\) STAR’s second iteration in 2010–2012 primarily focused on preparing Vietnam for TPP requirements. Its final report deemed STAR successful at addressing Vietnam’s regulatory and legal infrastructure and lending technical support toward Vietnam’s entrance into the World Trade Organization and the U.S.–Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement.\(^{173}\) STAR’s success provides both a reason to be optimistic about the possibilities of a new program, and, potentially, a model for future capacity-building programs. Vietnam’s weak tax administration system creates bottlenecks for public investment and financial vulnerabilities. The United States should commit to further technical assistance and capacity building in tax administration in Vietnam. In this regard, the U.S. Department of the Treasury should appoint a financial attaché to the U.S. Embassy in Hanoi.

3. **Strengthen ties between the U.S. business community and government.** Though the United States maintains a robust business presence in Vietnam, the American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham) in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City remain under-utilized resources to coordinate concerns among business leaders and convey them to officials in Washington and Hanoi. AmCham should align initiatives between the two chapters and create a new structure to coordinate all U.S. business promotion in Vietnam.
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JAPAN

1. **Support investment in energy and include U.S. companies.** Vietnam’s sizeable energy needs will continue to grow to meet the demands of a rapidly growing economy. Japanese companies, in partnership with JICA and JBIC, have the expertise and experience to help Vietnam use its resources effectively and produce sufficient power. However, some energy sources, notably coal, hydropower, and oil, face significant political constraints, either due to environmental damage or the maritime dispute with China in the South China Sea. The Japanese government needs to propose energy projects that contribute to the sound development of natural resources and produce sufficient power to help meet Vietnam’s future needs.

2. **Invest in healthcare.** Japanese businesses and the Japanese government have significant advantages in healthcare but have not been correspondingly active in providing health support through development assistance and new investments, especially given Vietnam’s rapidly aging population and ongoing public health needs. Given the Vietnamese government’s stretched budget, new public–private partnership frameworks need to be set up to exploit the huge demand. Japan should encourage U.S. involvement in supplying modern medical equipment and IT solutions for new facilities.

JOINT ACTION

1. **Support Vietnam’s capacity to meet CPTPP commitments.** While negotiating TPP, Vietnam agreed to compromise with the United States on issues including intellectual property, customs, and labor standards. Had the United States not dropped out of TPP, it would likely have worked with Japan and other nations to build Vietnam’s human capital and administrative capacity, enabling Vietnam to implement its TPP commitments. Though the United States is not a party to CPTPP, follow-through for Vietnam on these points would still serve U.S. interests and those of CPTPP member Japan. Tokyo and Washington should coordinate to provide technical know-how and human capacity building to Vietnam’s government to help Vietnam to meet its commitments in CPTPP and other trade agreements.

2. **Coordinate on major projects in energy and infrastructure.** Few Japanese-funded projects in this study—except the Vung Ang 2 plant—feature U.S. partners or subcontractors, despite significant potential gains from incorporating U.S. technical expertise, financing, and political support. This lack of collaboration in many cases stems from U.S. company representatives and embassy officials being unaware of new projects and loans. Energy and infrastructure are two key needs for Vietnam’s economic development that could be better serviced through Japanese–U.S. collaboration, and where JBIC, JICA, Export-Import Bank of the United States, USAID, and other agencies can commit more resources.

3. **Establish a trilateral business forum.** While both Japanese and U.S. businesses engage with Vietnamese government officials in the Vietnam Business Forum, this venue is also open to business representatives from other countries, often with competing interests and visions for economic development in Vietnam. A trilateral, multi-stakeholder forum between Vietnamese, U.S., and Japanese private and public-sector officials will ensure that U.S. and Japanese core commercial interests are addressed, for example when Suntory and Pepsi mobilized the local embassies to cooperate in addressing a tax issue.174
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4. **Expand support for education.** Vietnam urgently needs stronger educational institutions to improve governance and meet the demand for high-skilled labor due to its shift from low value-added manufacturing. The United States should build on the success of Fulbright University Vietnam by expanding funding and support for educational institutions, particularly in the Hanoi area. Given significant Vietnamese demand for STEM skills and study in Japan, the Japanese government should commit more development assistance and work with Japanese businesses to support technical education in Vietnam.
Case Study #3 | India

As the world’s most populous democracy, its seventh-largest economy, and a nuclear power, India holds pivotal importance for U.S. and Japanese regional ambitions. Though past U.S. and Japanese administrations have struggled to forge a lasting partnership with India, the increasing strategic convergence between Washington, Tokyo, and New Delhi promises prospects for renewed engagement over shared interests. U.S. and Japanese businesses already have a significant presence in the country but continue to face significant barriers to entry and expansion that in turn impede the growth and development of the Indian economy. If India can improve the ease of doing business for foreign and domestic firms—through both domestic reforms and increased infrastructure—increased trade should naturally follow.

The Japanese government and Japanese development agencies have also been actively involved in initiatives such as the Delhi–Mumbai Industrial Corridor and the Mumbai–Ahmedabad High Speed Rail line. The Trump and Abe administrations should continue to support India’s reform and market opening while working with the Modi government to strengthen subnational economic cooperation between U.S. states, Japanese prefectures, and Indian states, particularly in energy and connective infrastructure.
**U.S. and Japanese Strategic Interests and Objectives**

India’s economic size, its status as a great power with significant naval as well as nuclear capabilities, and its geographic location make the country a critical strategic partner for the United States and Japan. Washington and Tokyo have a strong interest in seeing New Delhi continue to play the role of a counterweight to Beijing, particularly in South Asia where China has cultivated closer diplomatic, economic, and security relationships with India’s neighbors. U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary for East Asian and Pacific Affairs Alex Wong has observed that as a liberal democracy, India “can bookend and anchor the free and open order in the Indo-Pacific region, and it’s our policy to ensure that India does play that role, does become over time a more influential player in the region.”

The United States and Japan also have a significant interest in the continued growth of the Indian economy, as well as in ensuring access to what may one day be the largest consumer market in the world. India has the potential to be a major destination for U.S. and Japanese exports and investment. In addition, much like Japan’s emergence as a major advanced democracy during the Cold War, India’s transition to a stronger, more outward-focused economy could also make it an important player in regional rule-making and norm-setting.

Priorities for the U.S. and Japan include fostering closer business ties, encouraging continued economic reforms and market opening, and creating the environment for a more robust set of bilateral trade and investment relationships. Moreover, China’s attempts to finance new infrastructure projects with military dual-use potential in Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh present an opportunity for Washington and Tokyo to engage with New Delhi in supporting high-standard infrastructure investment.

Both the United States and Japan have pursued increased engagement with India, and the Indian government has sought increased engagement in return. India is central to the “free and open Indo-Pacific” strategy, an Abe government initiative adopted by the Trump administration to promote freedom and openness for nations in the Indo-Pacific: domestic political freedom as well as freedom from coercion and corruption; openness to communication, maritime trade, and foreign investment as well as open logistics through infrastructure improvements. The Abe government has wedded its Indo-Pacific strategy to India’s Act East policy through the Asia–Africa Growth Corridor, which aims to enhance connectivity between Japan, India, and several African countries.

In line with the Indo-Pacific strategy, the Department of Defense recently renamed the U.S. Pacific Command the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command. Moreover, a quadrilateral forum among nations with implicit interests in preventing Chinese regional hegemony—the United States, Japan, India, and Australia, also known as the “quad”—has gradually stepped up security cooperation and relaunched an official security
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dialogue in November 2017.\textsuperscript{180} Japan has already joined the U.S.–India Malabar naval exercise;\textsuperscript{181} India has not yet agreed to Australia joining the Malabar exercise,\textsuperscript{182} but experts expect quadrilateral security exercises in the future,\textsuperscript{183} with freedom of navigation as an objective.\textsuperscript{184}

Terrorism was a major topic of the 2017 quadrilateral summit,\textsuperscript{185} and the United States and Japan both have bilateral counter-terrorism working groups with India.\textsuperscript{186} At the U.S.–India 2+2 Dialogue in September 2018, the United States and India agreed to deepen ties at the United Nations and Financial Action Task Force regarding counterterrorism. The countries also signed an agreement to help India obtain critical defense technologies from the United States and access communication networks that would ensure interoperability between U.S. and Indian armed forces.\textsuperscript{187}

\textit{Political and Economic Landscape}

\textbf{INDIA'S ECONOMIC POLICY PRIORITIES}

India is one of the fastest-growing economies in the world, with an average annual growth rate of 7.3 percent since Prime Minister Modi took office in 2014.\textsuperscript{188} India is projected to grow between 4 and 8 percent per year through mid-century, which would make it the world’s third-largest economy in nominal terms and second-largest economy in purchasing power parity by 2050.\textsuperscript{189}

Despite impressive headline growth, India remains a relatively poor country, with significant structural issues impeding growth. India’s GDP per capita was $1,749 in 2016, only 22 percent of China’s.\textsuperscript{190} This low GDP in part reflects India’s ongoing struggles in economic management and inclusive growth, expressed in the country’s poverty rate: an estimated 73 million Indians live in extreme poverty.\textsuperscript{191}


Though India’s fiscal situation has improved in recent years, large deficits are still common: India’s federal budget deficit has averaged 3.8 percent of GDP under Prime Minister Modi. The ratio of government debt to GDP has remained stable at about 69 percent, and the annual current account deficit has remained below 2 percent of GDP. However, persistent fiscal and trade deficits constitute external vulnerabilities, and an oil shock would worsen the country’s terms of trade. The financial system remains fragile, with high levels of non-performing loans held by state-owned banks that are saddled with weak governance. Moreover, following several years of relatively high investment, India’s investment rate has declined to 30 percent of GDP in 2017, which may presage a more sustained slowdown in growth overall.

India’s trade policy has also turned more protectionist in recent years. Modi’s government removed India from trade talks with the European Union, Canada, and Australia; slowed talks on the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP); and adopted a new Model Bilateral Investment Treaty, thus re-opening over 70 existing bilateral investment treaties. Additionally, the United States has raised concerns over increased local content requirements in key sectors tied to Modi’s Make in India policy.

There have been some notable policy successes: among 30 reforms pending when Prime Minister Modi took office, the government has completed nine and made progress on 14 more. Inflation has declined from 5.8 percent in fiscal 2014 to an estimated 3.6 percent in fiscal 2018, owing not only to the global decline of commodity prices but also to the Reserve Bank of India’s move toward a more conventional monetary policy under former Reserve Bank Governor Raghuram Rajan and his successor Urjit Patel. The Modi government has undertaken several new structural reforms that could boost growth over the


According to the IMF’s most recent external debt stability framework, India’s debt-stabilizing non-interest current account threshold is a deficit of 3.5 to 3.7 percent of GDP.
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The Indian fiscal year begins in April and ends in March, so “fiscal 2018” refers to April 2017 to March 2018.
medium to long term as well. Most significant is a national goods and services tax, implemented in July 2017, that is expected to reduce barriers to trade among India’s states and promote growth.¹⁹⁹

Beneath these policy changes, the Indian economy has experienced some structural transformation along with fast growth. The value added by agriculture, forestry, and fishing has declined from 41.6 percent of GDP in 1973 to 15.5 percent in 2017, while services’ value added has risen from 28.8 percent to 48.9 percent of GDP over the same period.²⁰⁰ Yet manufacturing value added has fallen from 17.4 percent of GDP in 2006 to 15.0 percent in 2017.²⁰¹ These numbers lag behind historical examples of industrial and post-industrial economies in East Asia, raising fears that India will not experience the same kind of productivity growth. The central challenge to India’s future economic performance is ensuring the high growth of recent years continues given the relatively low amount of export-oriented manufacturing.

Since his election as prime minister in 2014, Narendra Modi has launched several economic initiatives to create an advanced, competitive India; the main ones are outlined in the following table.

### Table 1: India’s Economic Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy or Initiative</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Make in India        | Sep 2014   | Make India a manufacturing hub and major exporter.                       | 1. Create 100 million jobs and increase the manufacturing segment of GDP from 16 percent to 25 percent by 2022.  
                          |            |                                                                          | 2. Attract foreign investment in export sectors.  
                          |            |                                                                          | 3. De-license and de-regulate industries to improve efficiency.  
                          |            |                                                                          | 4. Improve intellectual property regulation and innovation registration systems. |
| Smart Cities Mission | June 2015  | Construct the infrastructure to accommodate rapid urbanization and facilitate productivity gains. | 1. Develop 100 smart cities and make improvements in 500 traditional cities, utilizing big data and digital technology to improve citizens’ quality of life. |
                          |            |                                                                          | 2. Provide government services online, such as voter ID card and school certificate distribution.  
                          |            |                                                                          | 3. Create an entirely digitally literate society. |


Major obstacles currently hinder India’s economic transition, and the government has inefficiencies at both the national and subnational level. Corruption is perhaps the single biggest constraint on India’s achieving rapid, sustained, and inclusive growth. India is ranked 100th on the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Survey and 81st on Transparency International’s corruption perceptions index.\textsuperscript{201} Transparency International's 2017 survey indicated that 69 percent of Indians had paid a bribe in exchange for public services within the past 12 months; over 60 percent reported paying bribes for IDs or registration, public schools, public hospitals, utilities, or police.\textsuperscript{203}

High-quality infrastructure—critical for India to receive proper investment and increase its economic output—is in short supply. Despite large public expenditure on infrastructure investment (about 35 percent of GDP), India’s government still expects to need investment of nearly $1.5 trillion over the next decade to meet economic demand; this figure may underestimate demand and meet capacity only in the short term. The current infrastructure deficit amounts to 5 percent of total GDP.\textsuperscript{204} Power is one sector with manifest room for improvement. Fewer than four of five Indians have access to electricity, and among rural households with electricity, only 7 percent report having no power outages.\textsuperscript{205} Unreliability of electricity supply is in turn associated with a lower probability of villages adopting electricity where it is available.\textsuperscript{206}

Centralized reforms and infrastructure development are further complicated by India's decentralized federal government system. India's constitution grants states the power to form and execute policies concerning energy, health, law and order, and environmental regulation, among others. As a result, state governments are powerful political agents in their own right. The federal government helps make democratic governance of India's large diverse population possible; however, decentralized power also means states vary widely in their policy agendas, willingness to work with New Delhi's priorities, and thoroughness in enacting reforms such as tackling corruption or environmental regulation.

**U.S.–Japan Economic Involvement in India**

**TRADE RELATIONS**

India primarily exports intermediate and consumer goods to Japan, such as chemicals and petroleum products, and imports capital and intermediate goods from Japan, especially machinery and metals.\textsuperscript{207} In 2011, Japan and India signed the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement, which covers both trade and services and aims to reduce or eliminate tariffs on over 94 percent of items traded between the

---
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two nations within a decade of enactment. However, bilateral trade volume, particularly Indian exports to Japan, has steadily declined since then. In 2017, reported exports to Japan totaled $3.85 billion, while its imports from Japan amounted to $9.63 billion.

Table 2: India’s Trade with Selected Partners (USD billion)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Exports Fiscal 2018</th>
<th>Exports Fiscal 2018 %</th>
<th>Imports Fiscal 2018</th>
<th>Imports Fiscal 2018 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>303.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>465.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: sources used were from the government of India. Other national reports may reflect different numbers. “F2018” is fiscal 2018.


U.S. trade with India increased by 5.6 percent annually from 2011 to 2016. The United States was India’s top export market and second-largest import source, but India is not a top-10 import or export partner of the United States. According to the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, bilateral trade volume in 2016 amounted to $115 billion, with the United States importing $72.8 billion from India and exporting $42.0 billion to India. Major U.S. goods exports to India in 2017 were precious metal and stone, mineral fuels, and aerospace. Major import sectors were precious metal and stone, pharmaceuticals, mineral fuels, machinery, and miscellaneous textile articles. While the United States is important to mitigating India’s trade deficit, the U.S. does not have a free trade agreement with India. In his first speech as U.S. Ambassador to India, Ken Juster recognized that economic relations have failed to keep up with the strategic relations when he said “a strategic view of our economic relationship could eventually lead to a roadmap for a U.S.–India Free Trade Agreement.” However, RCEP appears the more likely trade mechanism to engage India in liberalization (see the chapter Regional Trade Architecture below).

INVESTMENT RELATIONS AND MAJOR PROJECTS

Japan is India’s third-largest source of foreign direct investment (FDI). From 2006 to 2017, Japan’s net outward FDI to India was $27.9 billion. India’s share of Japan’s total outward FDI is minor but likely to increase, as India and Japan are complementary markets with great prospects for more trade and investment.
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investment. In 2014, Prime Minister Abe pledged $35 billion of investment in India's public and private sectors by 2020, and members of the India–Japan Business Cooperation Committee stated in January 2018 that FDI from Japan into India is likely to double by 2025.

Japan has also partnered with India’s manufacturing industry and supported Prime Minister Modi’s Make in India and Skill India initiatives. Over the next decade, Japan hopes to train 30,000 Indian people at the Japan–India Institute for Manufacturing. There are some signs that private Japanese investment in India is expanding. As of October 2016, over 1,300 Japanese companies have registered in India, an increase of 6 percent compared to 2015.

According to a 2017 Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) survey, India is the second most preferred investment destination by Japanese manufacturing companies over both the medium and long term. However, as of 2016 India did not rank among the top five Asian countries in terms of resident overseas subsidiaries of Japanese corporations. The 2017 JBIC survey shows that the top three hurdles for Japanese companies are unclear execution of the legal system, underdeveloped infrastructure, and a complicated tax system.

The Japan–India Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Comprehensive Cooperation Framework was launched in October 2013, but the Japanese government is proposing to replace this with a Japan–India Digital Partnership, which would aim to connect Japanese hardware and tech firms to India's software and start-ups in order to address cyber, ICT infrastructure, submarine cable, and biometric security concerns. The Japan–India Startup Hub was also formed in 2017 to encourage the entry of start-ups into each other's markets, tech incubators in India, and the transfer of know-how, with the aim of creating a new hub of innovation in Bangalore.
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Table 3: FDI Inflows into India from Selected Counterparts (USD million)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative (April 2000 to June 2018)</th>
<th>Fiscal 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129,073</td>
<td>15,941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73,289</td>
<td>12,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28,160</td>
<td>1,610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22,765</td>
<td>2,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,058</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355,758</td>
<td>44,857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Government of India’s FDI statistics measure investments from the point of last departure. Mauritius and Singapore have historically had tax agreements with India that encouraged third-country investors to go through them to channel FDI into India.


The United States is the sixth-largest foreign investor in India, with over $22 billion in FDI from April 2000 to June 2018, accounting for 6 percent of India’s total FDI inflows.221 Prime Minister Modi’s economic stimulus initiatives and efforts to improve the nation’s Ease of Doing Business Ranking will likely encourage U.S. companies to enter India; however, India’s market still imposes many barriers to entry for foreign investors, with high tariffs, local content requirements, and varying state-level policies cited as key deterrents.222

Both the United States and Japan have bilateral energy cooperation agreements with India. In 2016, Japan signed a deal to export nuclear technology, equipment, and material to India.223 The United States reached a civil nuclear agreement with India in 2008 but it has been stalled for a decade; stumbling blocks include India’s 2010 legislation making suppliers liable for any accident and the bankruptcy of Westinghouse, one of the planned suppliers.224 Prime Minister Modi and President Trump reportedly discussed how to move forward in 2017,225 and the matter was further discussed during the 2+2 Dialogue in September 2018.226
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India is a world leader in the global outsourcing market, and several U.S. firms have availed themselves of opportunities there. IBM, for instance, now employs more Indians than Americans. Japan is also brainstorming on prospects for cooperation with India, such as how to integrate Japanese firms with Indian engineers to create an industrial base comparable to China’s. Gaining access to the Indian tech consumer market may prove more difficult; Indian regulators are reportedly drafting rules to protect their homegrown firms from U.S. tech behemoths like Amazon, Apple, Google, and Facebook.

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE
India received $1.8 billion in official development assistance from Japan in 2016, more than it received from any other country, and more than any other country received from Japan. Loans account for the vast majority of this assistance. Japan’s foreign aid policy focuses on improving the country’s strategic relationship with members of the Indo-Pacific region, and its aid to India is conducted through the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). From fiscal 2008 to fiscal 2017, JICA extended $22 billion of loans to India: 62 percent in transport infrastructure, 14 percent in water and sanitation, 12 percent in energy, and 6 percent in forestry and agriculture.

Investment priorities for Japan include power, transportation, and environmental projects such as the Ahmedabad–Mumbai High Speed Rail, the Delhi–Mumbai Industrial Corridor, and the Delhi Metro Project. Japan has become a major player in connectivity infrastructure in India, focusing on railways, highways, and power to remove key bottlenecks to growth and interstate trade. The most ambitious such project is the $17 billion Mumbai–Ahmadabad high speed railway project, which broke ground in 2017 and, officials hope, will generate 20,000 jobs.

Although JICA and USAID have begun collaboration on development assistance in India, USAID’s more limited resources and focus on grants have limited its scope. USAID disbursed $123 million of aid to India in 2016, primarily in health: the two leading aid activities were the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief and the Maternal and Child Survival Program.

India continues to rely heavily on grant and loan assistance from the World Bank and ADB. The World Bank will help fund Prime Minister Modi’s Skill India initiative by providing $250 million to develop
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training programs at a local and national level. The World Bank has also provided loans to improve various infrastructure projects in India such as the Rural Road Initiative. India has been the largest borrower of ADB’s sovereign lending since 2010. ADB provided India $2.76 billion of loans in 2017, focusing on transportation, energy, urban infrastructure, and agriculture and natural resources; its 209 loans to India since 1986 total $35.9 billion.

PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE TIES
As of late 2016, there were about 9,000 Japanese nationals living in India and 31,000 Indian nationals living in Japan. During Prime Minister Modi’s visit to Japan in 2016, Modi and Abe declared 2017 the Year of Japan–India Friendly Exchanges to improve people-to-people ties between the two nations. Indians and Japanese already have warm opinions of each other. According to a 2016 Pew Research Center poll, 54 percent of surveyed Japanese have a favorable view of India, while 24 percent have an unfavorable view; likewise, 44 percent of surveyed Indians have a positive view of Japan, while 22 percent have an unfavorable view.

Table 4: Indian Citizens’ Ties with the United States and Japan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indian Citizens Living in Country</th>
<th>Indians’ Feelings Towards Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Indian Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>1,280,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>28,047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In a 2017 Pew poll, nearly half of surveyed Indians reported a positive view of the United States, with only 9 percent claiming an unfavorable view. The United States is home to some four million people of Indian heritage, 1.28 million of whom are non-resident citizens of India. Changes by the Trump administration to the H1-B visa for highly skilled immigrants, 75 percent of whom are Indian, caused the issue to be raised in the 2+2 ministerial dialogue in September 2018. From 2007 to 2017, the number of Indian students in the United States doubled; India is the second-most common origin for international students in the United States, accounting for 17.3 percent of all international students. Of these students, 56 percent are
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POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS

While the United States and India have a positive strategic partnership, frictions exist, particularly with trade. In 2018, the United States challenged Indian export subsidies at the World Trade Organization, claiming these subsidies hurt U.S. companies by unfairly allowing Indian exporters to sell cheaper goods. It also initiated a review of India’s eligibility for the Generalized System of Preferences, the United States’ oldest and largest preferential trade program, due to compliance concerns. The United States has formally denied India a blanket exemption from Section 232 tariffs on steel and aluminum exports, although it is open to a conditional waiver; the 25 percent steel duty hike coincided with a 42 percent year-on-year drop in Indian steel exports to the United States in the second quarter of 2018. Moreover, the U.S. Department of the Treasury added India to its Monitoring List as of the April 2018 Foreign Exchange Report, citing India’s purchases of foreign exchange and significant bilateral goods trade surplus with the United States.

India has been the second-biggest importer of Iranian oil, reportedly accounting for 27 percent of Iran’s oil exports for 2018 as of September 25. News reports around that date indicated Indian firms will cease to import oil from Iran in November, when the U.S. sanctions on Iran are scheduled to be reinstated. It is unclear whether the threat of secondary sanctions by the U.S. will likewise dissuade India from its plans to

procure the S-400 missile defense system from Russia. Russia has supplied India with 62 percent of its arms between 2013 to 2017, despite major increases in U.S. arms exports to India in recent years. Japan reached a memorandum of understanding in April 2018 after drawn-out negotiations to supply India with the US-2 amphibious aircraft produced by ShinMaywa Industries, which could be Japan’s first arms export since the ban was lifted.

India’s Chabahar port project in Iran is another delicate issue for India–U.S. ties. India has agreed to invest over $500 million in the port and its northbound rail connection, intended to allow Indian goods to bypass Pakistan on the way to Afghanistan and Central Asia. Japan’s officials have suggested they could participate in the project, including via development assistance. While U.S. officials have been verbally supportive of the Indian project, they have also re-imposed economic sanctions that will penalize Indian companies doing business in Iran. Indian delays and half-measures on the project have in turn triggered the Iranian government to threaten to end “special privileges” it extended to India.

**Recommendations on India**

As three of the largest democracies in the Indo-Pacific, the United States, Japan, and India have clear overlapping interests in promoting high-standard economic rules and norms and preventing regional overdependence on China. To this end, the United States and Japan should encourage India to become a more constructive player in regional economic rule-making and norm-setting.

**UNITED STATES**

1. **Engage with regional as well as national leadership.** Current U.S. policy focuses on New Delhi; however, within India’s democratic federal government, the ability to enact on the ground reform and development requires active involvement from state governments. The United States should expand economic engagement with India’s powerful state leaders and channel senior U.S. private sector engagement with India’s state leaders to discuss reform priorities directly.
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2. **Resolve trade issues and expand trade opportunities through active dialogue.** While the United States and India have grown closer on a diplomatic and security level, less attention has gone towards strengthening economic relations. Initiatives such as Modi’s Make in India aim to foster innovation through tariff protections of key industries. The United States should use the existing U.S.–India Bilateral Trade Policy Forum to address differences at the World Trade Organization, and if possible explore the possibilities for expanded trade or a bilateral free trade agreement.²⁶⁰

**JAPAN**

1. **Invest and develop high quality infrastructure and energy resources.** India’s infrastructure and energy needs continue to grow exponentially as standards of living rise. A major constraint on further growth is lack of reliable infrastructure, including energy and transportation. Further development of energy sources and reliable energy grids are also essential. Through partnerships with JICA and JBIC, Japanese companies should explore projects such as railways, roads, and bridges that increase connectivity. In addition to pursuing energy grids, Japanese public–private partnerships should pursue creative means of providing energy to different regions, such as through renewable resources and energy storage.

2. **Remove obstacles and encourage investments in the manufacturing sector.** The demographic bonus can benefit India only if the young population is employed and contributing to productive economic activity. Expanding manufacturing, which provides mass employment opportunities, is imperative. At the same time, Japanese companies need to explore opportunities in overseas markets because demand and the labor force will struggle to grow in Japan, hence Indian manufacturing investments offer a mutually beneficial opportunity. Japan should provide technical assistance to help remove obstacles to investment such as an unclear legal system, underdeveloped infrastructure and complex tax system. Japan should also make efforts to create facilities for local technical training.

**JOINT ACTION**

1. **Coordinate on major projects in energy and infrastructure.** As in other case studies, we found some evidence of bilateral cooperation but little evidence of Japanese–U.S. partnerships in India, though each would benefit from the other’s expertise and financing. The United States and Japan should make sure that their companies are fully apprised of opportunities in India’s energy sector—in hydrocarbons, renewables, distribution, and thermal generation—and have the information they need to pursue deals. Likewise, JBIC, JICA, Export-Import Bank of the United States, USAID and other agencies can commit more resources to encouraging private companies to meeting urgent infrastructure needs.

2. **Cooperate with India to develop and adopt infrastructure investment norms.** As the largest developing democracy in the world, India has a pressing need to develop infrastructure and a core interest in providing regional leadership. With these two interests in mind, the United States and Japan should work with India through bilateral and trilateral dialogues, as well as in regional and multilateral forums, to gain acceptance for a set of high-standard principles governing

infrastructure investment in the region. These principles could be advanced through the G20, which Japan will host in 2019 and India in 2021.

3. **Advocate for greater competitiveness and trade in trilateral dialogues.** The United States and Japan share many common regional concerns with India and should use those concerns as a springboard towards more positive engagement on trade. Regular trilateral dialogues will also give the United States and Japan a better platform to discuss shared concerns over India’s ease of business and domestic policies that impact U.S. and Japanese businesses, such as local content requirements. If talks are approached in a constructive, proactive manner, all three nations can find ways to satisfy their respective and shared long-term interests.

4. **Collaborate on the establishment of an innovation hub in India.** The Indian government is keen to capitalize on its strengths in ICT, and Japan is attempting to turn Bangalore into a center for innovation through its Japan–India Startup Hub. Japan also has major plans to deepen ICT cooperation from a national security perspective. The United States should reinforce both of these Japanese efforts with its know-how and funds. For example, Washington and Tokyo should establish frameworks to promote joint ventures or venture capital funds in India, as well as facilitating the free movement of Indian entrepreneurs.

5. **Encourage the export of Japanese military technology to India.** The Indian defense establishment purchases over half of its equipment from Russia. This creates difficulties for interoperability of the quad countries—the United States, Japan, India and Australia. The United States should create a list of technologies that it encourages Japan to export to India, with a particular focus on strengthening India’s capabilities in the maritime domain.
Case Study #4 | South Korea

A key U.S. ally, advanced economy, and democracy strategically located in Northeast Asia, South Korea is of enormous geopolitical importance to both the United States and Japan. The 2017 THAAD incident, when China retaliated economically against Seoul for agreeing to house a U.S. missile-defense system in the country, illustrates South Korea’s foreign policy dilemma: how should it balance its security alliance with the United States against its economic dependence on China? Facing fast-moving developments in North Korean diplomacy, a range of strategic initiatives and trade deals in the region, and an economy weighed down by demographic and other challenges, South Korea will face difficult choices in the years ahead. The United States and Japan must make efforts to put aside trade gripes and overcome history in order to deepen economic collaboration and increase South Korea’s economic resilience. Washington and Tokyo should encourage Seoul to accede to the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), collaborate on development and rule-making for industries of the future, and push back against Chinese economic coercion.

U.S. and Japanese Strategic Interests and Objectives

The United States and Japan share many strategic goals regarding South Korea. Foremost is maintaining a strong U.S.–South Korea alliance. In addition to helping deter North Korean aggression and manage the
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rise of China, the strength of the U.S.–South Korea alliance has an enormous impact upon the credibility of the U.S.–Japan alliance and U.S. regional security guarantees. The two alliances are critical to security, prosperity, and non-proliferation in Northeast Asia.

Another shared priority is reducing Beijing’s leverage over Seoul’s diplomatic and national security policy by promoting a diverse range of economic options for Seoul and narrowing the perception gap on China’s role and actions in the region. Beijing’s retaliation against Seoul’s deployment of the THAAD system was a clear example of China leveraging its economic influence into coercive power. South Korea’s support of and participation in coalitions of like-minded democratic countries is vital. At the same time, the United States and Japan must recognize that South Korea does not wish to alienate China.

Occupation and wartime legacies including the comfort women issue are the major obstacle to furthering economic cooperation between Japan and South Korea, let alone trilaterally; politics usually comes first, leaving economics behind. In the view of Japanese government officials interviewed for this study, historical issues close the door for government-led initiatives to improve Japan–South Korea business relations. The United States and Japan have a vital strategic interest in improved Japan–South Korea political relations, which would allow for closer trilateral cooperation, including in economics.

The United States and Japan diverge on some issues that affect South Korea. Washington has declined to take a position on sovereignty over the Takeshima/Dokdo Islands, which both Japan and South Korea claim as part of their territory. Additionally, while Seoul and Washington have actively engaged Pyongyang in public, high-level diplomacy, Tokyo has taken a more cautious posture. In addition to its unique concerns over Japanese abductees in North Korea, Tokyo sees denuclearization and disarmament as inseparable issues, differing from Washington.

Political and Economic Landscape
South Korea is the 11th largest economy in the world, with a GDP of roughly $1.5 trillion and some of the most competitive industries in the world. However, the country faces many severe challenges. The economy remains dominated by chaebol, or large, family-run conglomerates, leaving little room for innovative small and medium-sized enterprises to develop. Youth unemployment is high at 10.3 percent, and inequality is growing. The country faces the challenge of moving from an export- and investment-oriented economy to one driven by domestic consumption and high-productivity service industries. Raising the percentage of the economy constituted by services is vital to raise incomes and reduce vulnerability to external shocks. The services sector was targeted for reforms under the Park administration but has received less attention under the Moon administration.
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South Korea’s demographics are a major structural constraint on growth. The country has one of the lowest fertility rates in the world, at around 1.05 children per woman. People over age 65 account for 12.2 percent of the population, which, while low by the standards of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), is growing at the fastest pace in the advanced world.263 Some 37.3 percent of the population is predicted to be elderly by 2050, according to the Korea National Statistical Office projection.266 South Korea is set to overtake Japan as the most aged country in the world by 2060.267 The need to increase social protection systems will increase taxes, decrease economic growth and widen inter-generational inequality.

Chinese industrial policies present challenges for future South Korean growth. China’s climb up the value chain in sectors like shipbuilding and automotive has made it a competitor in many key industries.268 The Mercator Institute named South Korea the country most vulnerable to Made in China 2025 policies due to its high dependence on manufacturing and high-tech industries.269

The geo-economic coercion from China over the THAAD deployment underscored the need for Seoul to diversify its economic relations in order to avoid excessive Chinese influence in foreign policy. The Hyundai Research Institute estimated that China’s unofficial THAAD sanctions cost South Korea about $7.5 billion, or 0.5 percent of GDP.270 According to the Korea Tourism Organization, Chinese tourists to South Korea fell by 48 percent last year; estimates of the resulting losses range from $4.7 billion to $7.7 billion.271

In response, the Moon administration is diversifying its foreign economic relations, especially towards the Association of Southeast Asian National (ASEAN), as part of its New Southern Policy announced in November 2017. The goal is to elevate Korea’s relationship with ASEAN to the level of its relations with China, Japan, Russia and the United States.272 South Korea is also implementing a New Northern Policy, which aims to build economic connections among South Korea, North Korea, and Russia.273
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy or Initiative</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Objectives of the National Administration for Five Years** | July 2017     | A five-year roadmap for the Moon administration that sets 5 major policy objectives, 20 major strategies and 100 major tasks. | 1. Popular sovereignty  
2. Accelerating economic democratization, including  
   - growing SMEs  
   - harnessing the fourth industrial revolution  
   - creating employment opportunities  
   - establishing a fair economy  
   - public economy for the middle class  
3. Better social safety measures  
4. Equally developed regions  
5. Peaceful and prosperous Korean peninsula |
| **The Five-Year Economic Plan** | July 2017     | Economic policies to achieve 3 percent growth by shifting the economy’s paradigm from export-driven to income- and consumption-led growth and shift the drivers of economic growth from businesses to people | Domestic: Raise minimum wage and offer subsidies to businesses and low income earners to mitigate the negative impact of that policy on workers; reduce economic dependence on large businesses; develop SMEs; reduce living costs; lower social service use costs; increase public servants; and decrease temporary workers.  
Foreign: Respond to protectionism by signing FTAs with Mercosur and Eurasian Economic Union; negotiate expansions of respective FTAs with China, ASEAN, and India; and focus on economic cooperation with India, ASEAN, Japan and Russia. |
| **Presidential Fourth Industrial Revolution Committee** | Oct 2017      | Secure growth engine technologies, create industrial infrastructure and ecosystem, and make preparations for future social change. | Boost investment in IoT, big data and 5G wireless internet  
Leading sectors: autonomous vehicles, smart factories and drones  
Innovation subcommittee: science and technology, industry and economy, and social system  
Special subcommittees: smart cities and healthcare |

**Abbreviations:** ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations; FTA = free trade agreement; IoT = internet of things; Mercosur = Southern Common Market; SME = small and medium-sized enterprise.  
**U.S. and Japanese Economic Engagement**

**TRADE RELATIONS**

South Korea is highly dependent on trade for economic growth, with exports equivalent to approximately half of its GDP. According to a projection by the South Korea-based Institute for International Trade, tariff hikes of 10 percent by the United States, China, and Europe would decrease South Korean exports by 6.4 percent, amounting to a $36.7 billion GDP loss. Historically, South Korea has placed a high value on regional free trade agreements (FTAs) and is currently a signatory to 15 FTAs encompassing 52 countries.

Table 2: South Korea’s Trade with Selected Partners (USD billion)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Exports 2017</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Imports 2017</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>562.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>472.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


China has been South Korea’s largest trading partner since 2007. Its 22.8 percent share of South Korea’s trade is larger than the sum of U.S. and Japanese trade. Like South Korea, Germany depends on trade for economic growth, but its exports are distributed more equally across its top five trading partners. China–South Korea trading relations are asymmetric: China, including Hong Kong, purchases 32 percent of Korean exports, centering on semiconductors, electrical devices and parts, LCDs and chemicals, whereas South Korea only purchases 4.5 percent of Chinese exports. Nevertheless, Korean trade with China has a degree of resilience as three-quarters of trade is processing trade, so the market demand lies outside of China.

South Korea’s FTA with China, effective in December 2015, was prompted by Seoul’s fear of negative consequences to Korean electronics companies due to China’s Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement with Taiwan. Under the FTA, South Korea and China will eliminate tariffs on 92 and 91
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percent of products, respectively, over the course of 20 years.\textsuperscript{281} China views the FTA as an important response to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and an instrument to pressure Japan to seriously consider a trilateral FTA with China and South Korea, because Japanese companies would be disadvantaged in the Chinese market. A trilateral arrangement could be a step toward a regional trade architecture under China-preferred rules.\textsuperscript{282} The United States supported South Korea's efforts to conclude a high-quality FTA with China, believing it would move China closer to international standards on trade, investment and market access. However, the degree of liberalization fell short of expectations, and negotiations to lower barriers for services and investment are ongoing.\textsuperscript{283}

Though it now lags behind China, the United States remains South Korea's second-largest trading partner. The United States accounts for 12 percent of South Korean exports, down from 50 percent in the late 1960s.\textsuperscript{284} The U.S.–South Korea Free Trade Agreement (KORUS) came into effect in 2012, reinforcing the alliance through economic ties. In the initial five years of KORUS, trade in goods and services increased by approximately $25.7 billion, driven by automobiles, semiconductors, software, and agriculture products.\textsuperscript{285} South Korean exports, mostly in goods, accounted for three-fifths of the growth, aided by a weak won and strong dollar, which made KORUS a renegotiation target for the Trump administration. U.S. goods exports to South Korea have grown more slowly, widening the bilateral trade deficit, while the U.S. trade surplus in services has grown. Leading services exports from the U.S. are travel, intellectual property, and transport.\textsuperscript{286} Additionally, the U.S.–South Korea Information and Communications Technology Policy Forum is an important dialogue to coordinate policy and cooperation on the digital economy and cybersecurity.

An agreement on KORUS revision was reached in March 2018. The Trump administration attempted to use the pressure of North Korean negotiations to draw concessions from South Korea, but the agreement represented a willingness to keep the alliance on a good footing. South Korea was exempted from the Trump administration’s steel tariffs because it accepted conditions in the renegotiation of KORUS to place quotas on steel exports to the United States. It was signed at the end of September 2018, although as of this writing in October 2018, the specter of possible Section 232 automobile tariffs continue to put ratification of the agreement by the Korean National Assembly in doubt.

Despite nearly doubling in volume in the twenty-first century, Japan–South Korea trade has declined as a share of South Korea’s total trade.\textsuperscript{287} South Korea’s largest bilateral trade deficit is with Japan, with many South Korean firms relying on imported Japanese intermediary goods and materials for production or assembly. However, that deficit narrowed slightly in the 2010s, signifying lower dependence on imported

\textsuperscript{284} “Exports, FOB to Partner Countries,” Direction of Trade Statistics.
\textsuperscript{287} “Exports, FOB to Partner Countries,” Direction of Trade Statistics.
Japanese goods, increased production within South Korea by Japanese companies, and supply chain diversification strategies by Korean companies.\textsuperscript{288}

Japan and South Korea started negotiations on a bilateral trade deal in 2003, but made little progress. Instead, they have focused on concluding the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) and a trilateral FTA with China, with Tokyo spurred on by the bilateral trade deal between China and South Korea.\textsuperscript{289} TPP and protectionism are key sources of external pressure for progressing with RCEP and the trilateral FTA to deepen Northeast Asian integration, as China and South Korea worry about economic isolation.\textsuperscript{290} South Korea first expressed interest in joining TPP in 2013 and is now debating whether to accede to CPTPP.\textsuperscript{291} A government investigation determined that membership would benefit the economy overall, despite concerns about a worsening of its trade imbalance with Japan due to an inflow of manufacturing goods and components, particularly automobiles, and damage to its domestic agriculture and fishing industries.\textsuperscript{292} Additionally, South Korea has concerns about trade diversion and damage to Korea’s economic and strategic interests if it stays out of CPTPP. Seoul has approached the Japanese government on the administrative levels to express interest and gauge feasibility in joining CPTPP,\textsuperscript{293} and many experts believe they will join eventually.\textsuperscript{294}

**INVESTMENT RELATIONS AND MAJOR PROJECTS**

South Korea’s stock of inward foreign direct investment (FDI) stood at $231 billion in 2017, while the outward stock totaled $356 billion, representing one quarter of Korea’s GDP. Inflows grew from $3.3 billion in 1997 to $17.1 billion in 2017.\textsuperscript{295} Japan and the United States are the first- and second-largest foreign direct investor countries in South Korea, with $52.5 billion and $38.8 billion of FDI stock, respectively. Outflows were $31.7 billion, almost double inflows, reflecting the country’s current account surplus. Major investment destinations are China, the United States, and Vietnam.

\textsuperscript{288} Internal document dated January 2018, received from JETRO.; Direction of Trade Statistics, “Exports, FOB to Partner Countries.”
\textsuperscript{290} Terada, “Northeast Asia’s Realism,” 2018.
\textsuperscript{293} Interviews in Tokyo with Korea experts.
Table 3: South Korean FDI Positions with Selected Counterparts, 2017 (USD million)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct Investment Liabilities (Inbound)</th>
<th>Direct Investment Assets (Outbound)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Inward 230,597 100%</td>
<td>Total Outward 355,758 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>82,561 36%</td>
<td>China 80,476 23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>52,510 23%</td>
<td>United States 80,123 23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>38,845 17%</td>
<td>Southeast Asia 67,541 19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asia</td>
<td>27,397 12%</td>
<td>EU 45,593 13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>9,186 4%</td>
<td>Japan 6,259 2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Japan–South Korea investment is asymmetric with many inbound Japanese investments and little flow in the other direction. South Korea’s FDI stock in Japan was just $6.3 billion, in contrast to $80 billion of investment assets in both China and the United States. FDI inflows from Japan peaked in 2012, dropping because of the weak yen and worsening business environment in South Korea. Roughly 82 percent of Japanese firms in Korea reported profits in 2017—the highest proportion of profitable Japanese firms in an Asian economy—and only 3.4 percent reported losses. Japanese parts and materials companies invest to supply Korean manufacturers, such as Japanese glass for Korean LCD televisions. Top sectors for Japanese investments are chemical products, finance, services, and electrical machinery. SoftBank Group is one of the biggest Japanese investors in South Korea, and has invested heavily in e-commerce since 2015, when it placed $1 billion in leading e-commerce company Coupang. Japanese investor concerns about South Korea include strict regulations on chemical products, a rise in wages, a possible rise in electricity costs, strengthening tax collection, and
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unbalanced customs and corporate tax. The Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) encourages Korean investments into Japan’s ICT, healthcare, and tourism industries.

Figure 2: FDI Stock from Japan to South Korea, 2015 ($37.7 billion)

Figure 3: FDI Stock from South Korea to Japan, 2015 ($3.8 billion)


299 Internal document dated January 2018, received from JETRO.
In recent years, Japanese and Korean companies have made several joint investments, many of which are large-scale energy infrastructure projects based in Asia, the Middle East, and Africa, as well as collaborating on electricity production, food processing, chemicals, and waste treatment projects. Additionally, the Korea International Cooperation Agency, Korea’s development agency, has been holding annual meetings with the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) since 2010 to explore cooperation opportunities, with a recent focus on public–private partnerships.

The investment chapter of KORUS encouraged bilateral FDI, and since 2011 South Korean direct investment in the United States has close to doubled. Nevertheless, some U.S. manufacturing investments have struggled. For example, General Motors’s Korea operations have faced high costs and low productivity. In May 2018 the company reached a deal with South Korean labor unions allowing the establishment of a new Asia-Pacific regional headquarters in South Korea, but General Motors’s losses in South Korea have previously forced a plant closure and the layoffs of nearly 3,000 employees.

**PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE TIES**

South Koreans view the United States positively, while historical issues with Japan are the cause for negative feelings that limit the range of possible political action. Cultural ties and fading attachment to colonial history by young people gives hopes for the improvement of Japan–South Korea relations. A 2018 Asan survey found that if the United States and China “continued their rivalry,” 68 percent of Koreans would favor strengthening ties with the United States over China.
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### Table 4: People-to-People Ties: South Korea–U.S. and South Korea–Japan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant Nation and Sector of Society</th>
<th>Outward from South Korea</th>
<th>Inward to South Korea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorable view</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfavorable view</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
<td>140,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>58,663 (2016/2017)</td>
<td>1,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists</td>
<td>2,000,000 (2016)</td>
<td>900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japan</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorable view</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfavorable view</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>450,000</td>
<td>53,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>2,464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists</td>
<td>7,100,000 (2016)</td>
<td>2,300,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: All numbers are as of 2017, unless stated otherwise.*

*Source: Author’s compilation; see footnote for further details.*
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306 “President Trump’s State Visit and Perceptions of Neighboring Countries: The Effects of the ROK–U.S. Summit and Its Implications,” 아산정책연구원, 트럼프 방문과 주변국 인식: 한미 정상외교 효과와 그 시사점, The Asan Institute for Policy Studies, http://www.asaninst.org/contents/%ED%8A%B8%EB%9C%ED%94%84-%EB%B0%A9%ED%95%9C%EA%B3-BC-%EC%A3%BC%EB%88%EA%95%AD-%EC%9D%B8%EC%8F%9D-%ED%95%9C%EB%AF%88-%EC%A0%95%EC%81%EC%99%88 %EA%B5%90-%ED%9A%A8%EA%B3%BC%EC%99%80-%EA%B7%88/; Chul-soo Kim, “Number of US citizens living in South Korea rises 30 percent in 10 years,” *The Korea Times*, July 2, 2015, http://www.koreatimesus.com/number/image.html; “The 5th Japan-South Korea Joint Public Opinion Poll (2017) Analysis Report on Comparative Data,” Genron NPO, July 20, 2017, http://www.genron-npo.net/en/opinion_polls/polls/5363.html.

Recommendations on South Korea

The United States and Japan have a compelling interest in a South Korea that is economically strong, militarily secure, and free from coercion by China or other countries. As an advanced economy with a similar stake in an open, rules-based order in the Indo-Pacific, Korea is an important partner in updating and upholding that order. Washington and Tokyo should do more to bolster Korea’s economic strength and independence and to encourage Seoul to join in collaborative economic endeavors in the region.

UNITED STATES

1. Fully implement the revised KORUS agreement and look for new areas of proactive cooperation. KORUS has acted both as an important economic arrangement deepening integration of the U.S. and Korean economies, and as an important strategic underpinning of the bilateral alliance. Both governments should fully implement the new agreement, then build on it by looking for areas of expanded cooperation in trade, such as in shaping regional rules around digital commerce and state-owned enterprises.

2. Cooperate with South Korea to develop services with high levels of productivity. The high reliance of the Korean economy upon exports in goods is one of its major economic vulnerabilities, as South Korea services industries fall short of OECD averages. The United States should facilitate strengthening South Korea’s services industry by encouraging more market access for U.S. companies to increase competition. Joint research on digital industries and work on standards and rules for the digital economy could give a boost to Korea’s services sector and enhance cooperation on regional economic rule-making.

JAPAN

1. Encourage South Korean accession to CPTPP. Without the United States in the deal, the risk to South Korea of a Chinese backlash for joining CPTPP has fallen. If Tokyo’s aim is to bring the United States back to TPP, it should seek to bring developed economies that can meet high standards into CPTPP. South Korean accession could also improve the standards of a potential China–Japan–South Korea trilateral trade deal by pressuring Beijing to agree to further trade liberalization to avert trade diversion.

2. Expand tourist relations. Tourism was the South Korean industry hardest hit by THAAD retaliatory action. More could have been done to promote Japanese citizens to visit South Korea. Furthermore, people-to-people exchange is a hugely important and powerful form of grassroots diplomacy that will contribute to resolving historical issues over the long-term. The Japan Tourism Agency should cooperate with Korea’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs to find ways to encourage more Japanese to travel to Korea.

3. Cooperate on measures to deal with an aging society and labor market rigidity. In response to its ageing population and labor shortage, the Japanese labor market has become more flexible over the past few years, and Tokyo is enacting policies to try to improve productivity. Seoul could learn from Japan’s experience; in comparison to other OECD nations, Japan’s situation is far more culturally relatable and applicable to South Korea. Both countries share a rising set of workers on non-permanent contracts and are pushing forward with initiatives to make employment more inclusive.

for women and senior citizens in conservative societies. In addition, Japan has a successful ecosystem of small and medium-sized enterprises that broadens employment opportunities. There is potential to formalize the exchange of advice and policymaking experience between Japan and South Korea on how to reform their labor markets and cope with aging societies.

JOINT ACTION

1. **Deepen trilateral cooperation on regional economic rule-making.** The United States, Japan, and Korea all have a stake in an open, rules-based economic order in the Indo-Pacific. They should enhance their existing work through regional trade agreements and institutions such as APEC and ADB to ensure high-standard rules and norms of trade, finance, infrastructure investment, and other areas of economic integration. These efforts should put a particular emphasis on rule-making in the areas of digital commerce and state-owned enterprises.

2. **Create mechanisms for trilateral research and development funding and information exchange on industries of the future.** South Korea is the country with the highest level of vulnerability to Beijing's Made in China 2025 strategy. Rapid Chinese technological gains in electric vehicles, sensors, and big data risk making South Korea’s economy subordinate to China’s. Rather than go it alone in the race for artificial intelligence and other high-end technologies, trilateral U.S.-Japan-South Korea collaboration that includes the public and private sectors in each country would accelerate research to develop technologies of the future and the rules and standards that govern them. This should include a focus on blockchain, which facilitates decentralization and has applications for key sectors such as finance and healthcare.

3. **Enhance trilateral energy cooperation.** Like Japan, South Korea relies highly on imports of energy. Diversifying sources by relying more on U.S. liquified natural gas would enhance the energy security of all three countries and make them less vulnerable to external supply shocks. In addition, companies in the United States, Japan, and Korea are working to develop renewable technologies, and each has comparative advantages in certain areas. For example, Korea in battery storage, Japan in sea-based wind power, the United States in solar. By working in tandem, the three countries can not only find development synergies but also mitigate the risk of overproduction and dumping by Chinese producers of renewables.

4. **Work together to push back against Chinese economic coercion.** Washington and Tokyo were slow and tepid in their response to China’s economic pressure against South Korea during the THAAD crisis. At a minimum, they should have corralled their G7 partners into issuing a forceful statement of condemnation. In future, Washington and Tokyo should do more to mobilize international support against Chinese coercion and be prepared to take proportionate retaliatory actions against Chinese economic interests.
Case Study #5 | Regional Trade Architecture

Since the founding of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum in 1989, the United States, Japan, and other economies of the Indo-Pacific region have been engaged in building an architecture of regional economic integration. Over the last three decades, this architecture has evolved, its progress shaped by the elevation of APEC to the leaders’ level, including heads of state, in 1993; the conclusion of scores of bilateral free trade and investment agreements between countries of the region; and the launch of two large plurilateral trade negotiations, the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). The United States and Japan have participated in many though not all of these arrangements, and both have a strong interest in how the region’s trade architecture takes shape in the years ahead. This is particularly true as China offers its own vision for regional integration and as other economies in the region make decisions about which rules and norms of trade and investment they will adopt.

U.S. and Japanese Strategic Interests and Objectives

Both the United States and Japan have a compelling strategic interest in creating a free, open, and fair trade architecture in the Indo-Pacific region. Increased flows of trade and investment, as well as high-standard rules in trade agreements, promote economic growth, job creation, and domestic reform in the economies of the region. Economic integration also supports strengthened diplomatic and security ties between the United States and Japan and the countries of the Indo-Pacific, as well as granting those countries the ability to chart an independent foreign policy course.

The United States and Japan are in a competition with China to determine the rules, standards, and norms of trade and investment in the Indo-Pacific. Given that roughly half of the world’s population and economic weight lies in the Indo-Pacific, this competition will ultimately shape the rules and norms that apply in the global economy. At the same time, it is equally crucial for the United States and Japan to develop positive, mutually beneficial economic relations with China by cooperating where possible, including in the building of a common regional architecture.

Three areas in which rule-making is particularly important for the United States and Japan, each of which is addressed in this case study, are state-owned enterprises (SOEs), the digital economy, and trade in services. Each presents its own set of challenges:

- State-owned enterprises challenge free-market principles through state-backed subsidization, inefficient and often excessive investment and production, poor corporate governance, and discriminatory regulation.
- China’s social surveillance and closed digital-governance model, globalization of China’s own digital standards (especially to other authoritarian regimes), and the Great Firewall all challenge U.S. and Japanese strategic interests.
- Services present a unique set of challenges in rule-making, but are both an expanding sector of the global economy and a sector that the U.S. and Japan excel in. It would thus serve both nations’ domestic interests to play a lead role in shaping global rules.
Through economic initiatives like RCEP and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), China aims to spread its model of governance in these three key areas throughout the Indo-Pacific region and beyond.

Japan, without natural resources of its own, depends on trade. Given its high volume of maritime trade, it is vital for Japan to maintain open passage and freedom of navigation, especially with respect to energy security—interests that the United States shares. It is in Japan’s national interest to uphold and further develop the multilateral trading system and trade liberalization. Japan’s strategic interests in furthering an open, rules-based regional trade architecture are two-fold: to propel domestic structural reforms (the so-called “third arrow” of the Prime Minister’s economic strategy, commonly known as Abenomics), and to vitalize regional economies, benefiting Japanese businesses in the process.

The United States has an underlying strategic interest in furthering free trade and determining the rules in the Indo-Pacific region. The current bilateral trade approach of the Trump administration, particularly when backed by unilateral tariffs and other measures to protect the U.S. market, is unlikely to produce as substantial economic and political gains for the United States as a multilateral or plurilateral approach. Building broader economic ties in the region reinforces the U.S. security presence. The December 2017 National Security Strategy rightly highlights the importance of distinguishing economic competition between countries that follow fair and free market principles from that with countries that do not respect those principles. Furthermore, the United States is a global leader in technological innovation and advanced services industries, meaning that it has a particular interest in influencing the direction of global rules and standards for these emerging industries.

To achieve their vision of regional trade architecture, the United States and Japan will need to engage productively with two key entities in the region: India and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. Domestic reforms to make India more open and less protectionist, as well as policies to incentivize India to join the emerging regional trade architecture, are strongly in the U.S. and Japanese interest. Economic integration between the countries of ASEAN is also important policy goal for the United States and Japan to keep the Indo-Pacific free and open, maintain economic growth, and protect the independence of individual members.

The regional trade architecture is also embedded in the wider framework of international trade rules and institutions. New bilateral and plurilateral arrangements must remain consistent with the rules of the World Trade Organization (WTO). Reforming the WTO to make it more effective and legitimate is in the essential strategic interest of both the United States and Japan.

**Regional Trade Strategies of Japan, the United States, and China**

**JAPAN’S TRADE STRATEGY**

Japan’s regional trade architecture strategy is to establish an open and rules-based multilateral system. Tokyo set a goal in its 2013 Revitalization Strategy to expand the coverage of its trade through free trade agreements (FTAs) to 70 percent by 2018 and to double the stock of inward foreign direct investment (FDI) by 2020. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) identifies in its Diplomatic Bluebook 2017 “the emergence of protectionist and inward-looking trends” to be one of the four major threats to its vision for

the regional order, the wider international order and Japanese national security. The backlash against globalism presents a risk to the economic order based upon rules, and it is in Japan’s vital interest to maintain trade liberalization efforts and the multilateral trading system with the ultimate aim of tiding the system over until the U.S. trade policy agenda is once again multilateral and internationalist. In an attempt to do so, Japan is set to ratify the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), finalize the Japan–EU Economic Partnership Arrangement (EPA), and conclude RCEP negotiations. It is also engaged in talks on a trilateral FTA with China and South Korea.

Japan’s trade strategy has evolved through several stages over the past 20 years. Before its first FTA in 2002, Japan was seen as a staunch multilateralist that emphasized the negative effects of bilateral, and sometimes even regional, deals. Japan feared the creation of a trading system with “discriminatory effects” as well as bilateral FTAs requiring the elimination, rather than reduction, of tariffs—an unacceptable consequence for Japan’s agricultural sector. With the negotiation of its first FTA—

with Singapore in 2002—Japan’s trade strategy evolved into a multi-layered one that pursued both bilateral and regional trading arrangements, in order to complement but not replace the multilateralism of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the WTO. As trade negotiations in the WTO bogged down, and with APEC’s non-binding norm-setting seen as insufficient, Japan saw bilateral FTAs as means to widen regional integration and eventually contribute to global trade liberalization.

For a decade, Japan focused primarily on FTAs with Asian partners, based upon the Singapore model, because the highest barriers for Japanese trade and investment lay within Asia. After Prime Minister Abe returned to office in late 2012, the targets for Japan’s FTAs shifted to the United States and Europe. The reasons for this were threefold: the WTO’s inability to agree on new rules; the need for new measures to
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tackle non-tariff, “behind-the-border” barriers; and the growing influence of emerging economies over global trade in ways that the WTO was unprepared to handle.

TPP—amounting to a de facto bilateral FTA with the United States—was first and foremost supposed to address these issues. This represented a radical evolution from MOFA’s FTA 2002 strategy, which had evaluated FTAs with the United States or Europe as a “very difficult task.” Tokyo was pushed into action by South Korea’s FTAs with the United States and Europe (see the South Korea case study) and China’s development of an FTA network.312 TPP became a centerpiece of the Abe administration’s economic strategy, with three aims: expanding Japanese trade and investment overseas, advancing domestic reforms, and increasing leverage in other trade negotiations.313 The agreement established high-standard rules in the Indo-Pacific with regard to the digital economy, services, state-owned enterprises, and labor and environmental regulations.

U.S. withdrawal from TPP marked a turning point for Japanese trade strategy and its position in the regional trade architecture. As the largest remaining economy in the group, Japan took the lead in persuading the other 11 members to agree to a modified CPTPP. In part, Tokyo was motivated by concerns that Mexico, Chile, and Peru would pursue economic integration through the Pacific Alliance framework, a Latin American free trade network that China could potentially dock onto.314 In an effort to facilitate an eventual U.S. return to TPP, Tokyo successfully encouraged other members to suspend only 22 of the original agreement’s thousands of provisions.

From the outset of the Trump administration, Japan has resisted entering into formal bilateral FTA negotiations, fearing this would disincentivize the United States from returning to TPP and risk legitimizing Trump’s bilateral, zero-sum approach. However, some in Japan argued that a bilateral deal could have appeal if it built on the standards of TPP. This may have played into the decision by Prime Minister Abe to agree with President Trump in late September 2018 to launch negotiations toward a U.S.–Japan trade agreement. However, other factors were clearly at play. Abe values the U.S.–Japan alliance above all else and wanted to put trade issues on the back burner. He also wanted to forestall the prospect of Section 232 tariffs on automobiles and auto parts, something he appears to have achieved, at least for the time being.

Japan has pursued other initiatives to uphold trade liberalization since the advent of the Trump administration, despite the agricultural lobby remaining a domestic obstacle to Japanese leadership on free trade. Tokyo accelerated negotiations on the Japan–EU EPA in order to counter U.S. protectionism, give impetus to TPP-11 negotiations, and remain competitive against South Korean firms in the EU market following signing of an EU–South Korea FTA. Negotiations that had been held up for four years were wrapped up in four months, and a final deal was signed in July 2018. The Japan–EU agreement is significant as a free trade deal between two large economic entities that value market-based democracy, rule of law, and human rights. It also establishes a model for high-standard rule-making that offers an alternative to China’s approach. It ventured into areas not yet covered by FTAs, going beyond TPP in some cases, such as harmonization of food safety regulations, the handling of data, corporate governance and incorporating the Paris Climate Accord. Europe and Japan had just recently concluded the Strategic

Partnership Agreement in April 2018, showing that economic cooperation can go hand-in-hand with cooperation in other domains. The Japan–EU EPA is also a geopolitically important contribution by Japan to help the solidarity and unity of Europe in the face of Brexit.

Meanwhile, Japan along with other RCEP members set a goal to wrap up the negotiations by the end of 2018, despite the deal’s standards being lower than TPP’s.\(^{315}\) If this ambitious deadline is not reached, an agreement could be complicated by domestic political developments in ASEAN, including Thai and Indonesian elections in 2019. However, RCEP is seen as the best chance for a trade agreement that locks China in and commits it to reforms, as well as engages India in regional trade architecture.

It is in Japan’s strategic interest for CPTPP to be signed, so that a coalition of seven member states in both agreements can be formed to promote rule-making negotiations within RCEP, going beyond merely lowering tariffs.\(^{316}\) Japan should also look to expanding CPTPP to include other regional economies such as Korea and Indonesia, as discussed elsewhere in this report.

**U.S. TRADE STRATEGY**

U.S. trade policy has undergone a dramatic shift in the Trump administration. Unlike all of his predecessors since World War II, who broadly endorsed the multilateral trading system and pursued liberalization and strengthening of trade rules, President Trump views trade as essentially a zero-sum game of winners and losers, in which the United States has been one of the losers. The measure of this failure, in Trump’s view, has been large bilateral trade deficits. The remedy is to seek bilateral deals with measurable gains for U.S. exporters and to eschew process-oriented multilateral initiatives, while putting up protectionist barriers at home. Emphasis is placed on the reshoring and renationalization of manufacturing, particularly traditional industries like steel and automobiles.

The actions of the Trump administration on trade do not align well with its rhetoric of a “free and open Indo-Pacific.”\(^{317}\) The Trump administration’s withdrawal from TPP is widely seen as a strategic error, opening the door for economic integration in the Indo-Pacific that excludes the United States and creating
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a vacuum for China to pursue its lower-standard, less market-oriented model of regional economic integration.

The Trump administration has prioritized tough action against China for its massive subsidies, forced technology transfer, intellectual property theft, and market access barriers. Renegotiating the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was another priority. Neither Japan nor TPP has been high on the economic agenda. As noted above, President Trump and Prime Minister Abe agreed in late September 2018 to launch talks toward a bilateral trade agreement, but it remains unclear how those talks will unfold. Meanwhile, in January and again in April 2018, Trump hinted publicly at the possibility of U.S. reentry into TPP, but these statements were reversed within days. Furthermore, President Trump’s decision not to attend the East Asia Summit and APEC Leaders’ Meeting in November 2018 was widely viewed in the region as a sign of lack of interest in the Indo-Pacific affairs.

Nevertheless, the Trump administration has shown a willingness to join forces with Japan and other allies to tackle common trade challenges. U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer has issued several joint statements over the past year with his Japanese and European counterparts in which the three allies agreed to join forces to take on global overcapacity and forced technology transfer policies—a joint strategy clearly aimed at China. In their latest statement at the UN General Assembly meetings in late September 2018, the three ministers agreed to pursue WTO reform together.

These steps, as well as the progress concluding U.S.–South Korea Free Trade Agreement (KORUS) and a revised NAFTA (dubbed the U.S.–Mexico Canada Agreement, or USMCA) and launching bilateral trade talks with Japan, suggest that the Trump administration may be slowly moving back toward a more constructive position on trade in the Indo-Pacific region. However, the White House has yet to articulate a comprehensive trade strategy for the region to fill the large hole left by its TPP withdrawal.

CHINA’S TRADE STRATEGY
China’s trade strategy in the Indo-Pacific region has a number of motives. Beijing has sought to:

- Improve its export competitiveness and strengthen China’s role in production networks by expanding access to regional trade networks for its companies.
- Enhance its resource security through FTAs with resource-rich countries such as Australia, Chile, Iceland, New Zealand, and Peru.
- Gather support for China’s status as a market leader.
economy in the WTO by requiring FTA partners to recognize China’s market economy status before entering.

- Secure its regional political and security interests by enlarging economic ties with various regional powers. Beijing concluded an FTA with ASEAN out of fear of economic isolation driven by Japanese FTA policy.\textsuperscript{318} It also concluded FTAs with Australia and South Korea in part to drive a wedge in the U.S. alliance system in the Indo-Pacific.

Having initially focused on bilateral deals, China’s trade strategy shifted with the progress of TPP negotiations. Beijing backed the launch of RCEP negotiations in 2012, re-started negotiations on a China–Japan–South Korea FTA, and in 2016 endorsed the Free Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific, a pan-Pacific arrangement within APEC.\textsuperscript{319}

Whether China will make the concessions necessary to conclude RCEP or a trilateral FTA with Japan and South Korea is an open question. China is likely to attempt to keep RCEP low-standard with minimal political intervention and slow liberalization to protect its state-led economic model. China remains wary of opening up its own market and prefers to engage in FTAs with friendly countries. The unwillingness to open up is a serious barrier to China’s regional and global trade and investment ambitions. However, Beijing continues to rely on its investment power through BRI and on its market power as a top trading partner for most countries in the region.

\textbf{Priority Issues for Cooperation}

There are many potential areas for productive cooperation between the United States and Japan to strengthen the regional economic architecture. Three functional areas should be prioritized: strengthened disciplines on state-owned enterprises (SOEs); open, high-standard rules for the digital economy; and enhanced rules on trade in services.

\textbf{STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES}

The United States and Japan have a strategic interest in ensuring that their businesses and workers can compete fairly with SOEs in the Indo-Pacific. All countries have SOEs, and none support their total elimination. However, SOEs can create serious market distortions, as they often receive heavy subsidies and preferential tax and regulatory treatment compared to privately-held firms. Thus, the United States and Japan have an interest in rules that govern the behavior of SOEs in the marketplace.

Before TPP, there were few international disciplines on SOEs beyond non-binding guidelines by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and International Monetary Fund, guidelines primarily designed to ensure greater transparency. TPP for the first time established binding regional rules on SOEs, putting constraints on non-commercial government subsidies, cheap loans, and preferential regulatory treatment, and making SOE ownership and financing more transparent.\textsuperscript{320}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{318} Takashi Terada, “Constructing an East Asian Concept and Growing Regional Identity: From EAEC to ASEAN + 3,” \textit{The Pacific Review}, 16(2) December 2010, 251–277.
\end{itemize}
However, the rules in TPP did not cover sub-central SOEs, which account for 40 percent of SOE revenue in China. Moreover, 70 percent of Chapter 17 on State-Owned Enterprises and Designated Monopolies was dedicated to exceptions. It also did not address all aspects of preferential regulatory treatment, investment behavior, corporate governance, and transparency of SOEs. Thus there is much room for the United States and Japan to further develop the rules set in TPP, extend them to other trade deals, and strengthen enforcement mechanisms. The Japan–EU EPA is also introducing similar high-standard rules on SOEs. Japan is offering capacity-building support to Vietnam in APEC to internalize the OECD’s SOE guidelines.

There is now momentum on the part of Japan and the United States alongside the European Union to act multilaterally on SOEs. September’s Trilateral Meeting of the Trade Ministers of the United States, Japan, and the European Union resulted in a joint statement which included an agreement to intensify discussions on SOE market distortions and aim to negotiate more effective multilateral rules addressing said challenges. This is a positive initial step towards tackling this widely recognized problem.

Even without the benefit of binding solutions on SOEs, there are creative actions the United States, Japan, and allies can take. There are a number of parallels between the distortions created by SOEs with those created by agricultural subsidies. Like SOEs, all countries subsidize agriculture, and none support their total elimination. Yet in the past two decades progress has been made in understanding and combating agricultural subsidies in a way that can provide useful precedent for handling SOEs.

Rather than tackle agricultural subsidies directly, in the WTO Agreement on Agriculture in the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations (which entered into force in 1995), signatories agreed to list each nation’s respective agricultural subsidies. Subsidies were then grouped according to degrees of market distortion. Countries then had a public image incentive to change policies from the distortionary “amber box” grouping to the benign “green box” grouping. This cooperative, non-coercive approach could easily be adapted to SOEs, allowing countries to reach common definitions and share information without the threat of punishments.

THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

The United States and Japan have a shared interest in an open, interoperable, reliable, and secure internet, supporting innovation, communication, and inclusivity while protecting consumer privacy. This contrasts sharply with China’s vision of a closed internet, control of data, and negligible privacy protections. The digital challenge from China is multifaceted, with the risk of digitally driven authoritarianism being supported in the region. First, Beijing is planning mass social control through digital surveillance technologies facilitated by artificial intelligence and big data in a social credit system. Second, the state is deeply entwined with the digital economy, and Beijing is deploying technologies of the fourth industrial revolution to support its broader economic planning. Third, cybersecurity is used by Beijing as an excuse for disguised protectionism, such as requiring the construction of local data centers. Fourth, the dual-use nature of digital technologies creates the risks of military applications and gray-zone uses by China. Finally, Beijing wishes to create a digital sphere of influence through the use of technologies and platforms

with close links to the government. Through the “digital silk road,” a key element of BRI, platforms with close links to the government are monopolizing markets and the collection of data in surrounding countries. This worry is particularly acute in Southeast Asia.

It is in the digital arena that the global competition for the rules, standards, and norms governing the future economy is most forcefully being played out. FTAs negotiated by the United States and Japan to date include important disciplines on the digital economy. The TPP and the Japan–EU EPA both include provisions against imposing customs duties on electronic transmissions and against forced access to source codes. In three years, the Japan–EU EPA will review the necessity of rules on the free flow of data.\textsuperscript{322} TPP goes further with provisions on freedom of cross-border data flows and against data localization requirements.\textsuperscript{323}

Under the Obama administration, Washington and Tokyo agreed to set up a U.S.–Japan Policy Cooperation Dialogue on the Internet Economy; the Trump and Abe administrations agreed to continue the forum. At its eighth meeting in September 2017, the two sides discussed a wide range of topics, including coordination in the Group of Seven, Group of Twenty, OECD, APEC, and other international forums; promotion of cross-border flows under APEC’s Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) system; cybersecurity; and challenging third-country restrictions on digital trade, such as data localization measures, and violations of intellectual property rights.\textsuperscript{324} The European Union and Japan are also engaged in regular and intense cooperation on the digital economy.

Such bilateral policy coordination efforts, on top of multilateral initiatives, are examples of constructive steps that the United States and Japan can take to realize their joint vision for the internet and counter China’s attempts to establish a closed digital economy that can be spread to other parts of the Indo-Pacific region.

\textbf{GLOBAL TRADE IN SERVICES}

As the world develops beyond hard manufacturing into technology and information-driven industries, the need to govern global trade in services is growing. Among APEC member countries, services account for over 50 percent of GDP in developing economies and approximately 70 percent in developed economies, including Japan (72.6 percent) and the United States (78.1 percent).\textsuperscript{325} Liberalizing global trade in services therefore is a key domestic interest for both Japan and the United States and would positively impact both developed and developing third-country economies.

Current trade in services is governed by the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), which came into force in 1995 at the conclusion of the Uruguay Round. GATS was important in setting out definitions for sectors covered under the broad umbrella of services, and in defining the four modes of supply (cross-border, consumption abroad, commercial presence, and presence of a natural person).\textsuperscript{326} Where GATS fell


short was in liberalizing trade in services beyond the level already prescribed in most major economies’
domestic laws. Though it was an important legal step forward, it did little to open markets.

To tackle services trade barriers, 23 WTO members began negotiating the Trade in Services Agreement
(TiSA) agreement in March 2013. The TiSA parties account for approximately 70 percent of global trade in
services and include Japan, the United States, the European Union, and half the members of APEC.
Negotiations currently do not include China.327 Though talks potentially hold great promise and include
discussion of digital commerce and data protection,328 there is at present little momentum towards
reaching a deal.

Given the expanded coverage of services in both CPTPP and USMCA, the current administrations in both
Japan and the United States have shown a clear interest and initiative in further liberalizing global trade in
services. Both countries should therefore capitalize on shared interests to advocate on the world stage for
rules that will open pathways for greater services trade.

**Recommendations on Regional Trade Architecture**

With the current U.S. administration skeptical about multilateral trade, Japan has been pursuing a
commendable role as a leader of trade liberalization and rule-making efforts in the Indo-Pacific. However,
it cannot uphold this position alone; engagement by the United States, the world’s largest economy and
traditional leader on Indo-Pacific economic integration, is needed to support Tokyo’s efforts. We offer
recommendations below for individual and joint action by the two countries to move back onto the path of
coordinated leadership on building an open, free, and fair regional trade architecture.

**UNITED STATES**

1. **Avoid unilateral trade actions that harm allies and partners.** The Trump administration’s unilateral
   trade actions on steel and aluminum, and prospectively on automobiles and auto parts, have not only
   harmed the U.S. economy and undermined the rules-based order but also alienated allies from Canada
to Japan. Tough trade actions may occasionally be necessary to deal with deeply entrenched policies
   and practices, but these actions should not be done in a way that creates fissures with allies and
   partners who are vital both to strengthening the regional trade architecture and to taking on unfair
   practices in China and elsewhere.

2. **Build on the conclusion of the USMCA to extend high standards in trade throughout the Indo-
   Pacific.** While the new trade agreement with Mexico and Canada may not be the radical overhaul of
   NAFTA promised by President Trump, it did represent a constructive step toward high-standard rule-
   making which could be extended to the Indo-Pacific. The digital commitments in the USMCA are
   arguably an improvement over TPP—for example, they include a total ban on data localization
   requirements, without an exception for financial services firms. The intellectual property and services
   chapters also include TPP-plus disciplines. The United States should seek to extend these high-
   standard rules to other trade agreements in the Indo-Pacific—ultimately to a multilateral, TPP-like
   deal involving the United States.

---

327 “Trade in Services Agreement Fact Sheet,” European Commission, September 29, 2016,
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3. **Push for limited, urgent reforms of the WTO Appellate Body to preserve its ability to function.** The Trump administration’s complaints with the WTO Appellate Body echo complaints made by previous administrations and should be understood as a bipartisan U.S. complaint. Frustrations over Appellate Body practices that go beyond those stipulated by the 1994 GATT Agreement have been articulated by the United States multiple times.\(^{329}\) Unfortunately, standard practice within the WTO is to approach problems comprehensively and thus link urgent issues with non-urgent ones, making it more difficult to convince members to vote on packages overall and producing slower reforms. The United States has withheld approvals of Appellate Body judges, which has caught the attention of other WTO members but hasn’t yet mobilized reform. A possible solution is active de-coupling of dispute settlement issues, speeding the voting process and allowing members to vote for limited, urgent issues that will keep the Appellate Body functional. The United States, with the support of Japan and possibly the European Union, can spearhead these efforts—with the expectation that once U.S. complaints are addressed, Washington will approve Appellate Body judges.

**JAPAN**

1. **Incentivize the United States to return to leadership in the multilateral trading system, starting with the WTO.** While Japan has the right objective in working for a U.S. return to TPP, this is not a realistic outcome in the short term. The Abe government deserves credit for taking the lead in holding together the remaining 11 members of TPP and upholding the multilateral system. Japan should build on its experience with CPTPP to work in other institutions, particularly the WTO, to create pathways for the United States to rejoin multilateral trade rule-making initiatives.

2. **Place multilateral trade liberalization at the heart of the free and open Indo-Pacific strategy.** With a disengaged United States, an Australia distracted by domestic politics, and a closed, protectionist India, Japan stands in the strongest position to push for multilateral trade liberalization in the Indo-Pacific. This should be a central focus of Tokyo’s free and open Indo-Pacific strategy. Tokyo should push for high standards and high ambition in both RCEP and its trilateral negotiations with China and South Korea.

3. **Ensure entry into force of CPTPP, upgrade rules at five-year review, and look to expand membership.** CPTPP is a vital step forward in shaping regional rules to ensure a high-standard of liberalization. The particular case of Vietnam will showcase the effectiveness of CPTPP in promoting domestic reform of SOEs. Considering TPP’s long-term goal of pushing China towards higher standards, the rules should be tightened at the five-year review. As sub-central SOEs produce 40 percent of revenue made by China’s SOEs, the expansion in the coverage of the rules is vital to ensure that TPP in its future form will hold traction vis-à-vis China. As iterated in other sections of this report, other nations such as South Korea should be strongly encouraged to join CPTPP. Expanded membership would have the additional benefit of creating more uniform regional standards, further incentivizing China to raise its standards as well.

**JOINT ACTION**

1. **Work together to extend and strengthen rules on SOEs.** The United States and Japan should work together to enhance both rule-making and enforcement with respect to SOEs. On rule-making, given
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the current legal characterization of SOEs, it can be difficult to label Chinese activity as orchestrated by the state. Coordination on broadening and sharing definitions of SOEs is necessary. The trilateral work among the U.S., Japanese, and EU trade ministers, including developing a plan to tackle industrial subsidies, is a positive start and should be expanded. Washington and Tokyo should explore lessons learned from efforts to categorize agricultural subsidies in the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture to create higher-level rules, such as outlining different degrees and kinds of subsidization, demanding high levels of transparency, and addressing the macro-effects of SOEs. On enforcement, Washington and Tokyo should cooperate more closely by increasing information sharing, aligning cases against overcapacity and dumping, and exploring avenues to exchange technical assistance, such as those between Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, the U.S. Department of Commerce, and the U.S. International Trade Commission.\footnote{Tsuyoshi Kawase, “Disseminating TPP SOE Chapter through New Japan-US Economic Cooperation Framework,” The Brookings Institution, 2018, \url{https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/fp_20180129_tsuyoshi-kawase-presentation.pdf}.}

2. **Make high-standard digital rule-making a priority in bilateral cooperation.** The United States and Japan have a critical interest in ensuring that the rules, standards, and norms of the digital economy support their commercial and strategic goals. They should step up their coordination on data policy and tackle digital protectionism, technical standard-setting, and mass data collection for new illiberal governance models. Digital regulations are managed through various forums, creating a risk of conflicting or contradictory rules. Washington and Tokyo should prioritize coordination in the digital arena through the U.S.–Japan Economic Dialogue, and in multilateral forums in which they participate, from the Group of Twenty to APEC. The U.S.–Japan Policy Cooperation Dialogue on the Internet Economy should meet more frequently to coordinate joint positions on these issues.

3. **Push for early progress in the TiSA services negotiations.** Given the weight of services in both their economies and the relatively under-developed international rules in this area, there is a clear opportunity for the United States and Japan to step up their joint efforts to bring the negotiation of a WTO Trade in Services Agreement to a rapid conclusion. They should work with like-minded countries such as Group of Seven partners, Australia, and South Korea to drive the negotiations forward.

4. **Enhance cooperation in regional organizations such as APEC and ADB and strengthen links with Europe on economic rule-making.** While APEC’s commitments are voluntary and non-binding, they play an important role in shaping the future development of binding rules and norms. ADB is also a vital player in financing projects with high standards. Washington and Tokyo have disproportionate influence in APEC and ADB and should more actively coordinate their positions in these bodies on trade rule-making and infrastructure standard-setting.

The United States and Japan should also do more to coordinate with the European Union on regional economic rulemaking. For example, APEC’s Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) are interoperable with the European Union’s Data Transfer Mechanism, giving it greater regional and global regulatory power. More economies should be encouraged to sign onto CBPR, starting with Australia, New Zealand, and Thailand, where necessary by offering technical support. In particular, only the United States and Japan have established accountability agents for CBPR, necessary for certifying companies, and could provide support to help existing participants to CBPR to establish their own accountability agents.
The Group of Seven (G7) has lost much of its luster since it was first formed in response to the oil shocks of the 1970s. Bringing together leaders of the world’s seven largest industrialized democracies—the United States, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Canada—the G7 had early success in stabilizing the global economy and setting an agenda for international economic cooperation. But over time, the forum was rendered less effective by a combination of diminishing consensus within the group, growing questions about its legitimacy as economic power in the world shifted toward new emerging markets, and, in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, elevation of the Group of Twenty (G20) as the effective steering group for the global economy. The disruptive performance by U.S. President Donald Trump at the 2018 G7 Summit in Quebec, Canada, was widely seen as the death knell for the forum.

However, there is a case to be made that the G7 is more relevant than ever in a world in which the G20 post-crisis consensus has broken down and China poses a growing challenge to a market-oriented, rules-based order. Many of the core interests that unite the United States and Japan align with those of other G7 members—a point that even the Trump administration has effectively acknowledged by forming a common front with Japan and the European Union to take on China’s problematic industrial policies. Despite President Trump’s general skepticism about multilateralism, there is an opportunity for the United States and Japan to revitalize the G7 as a force to uphold specific aspects of the rules-based economic order.

**U.S. and Japanese Strategic Interests**

The United States and Japan share more common strategic interests in the G7 than at any time before. As advanced democracies, all members of the G7 fundamentally believe in a rules-based order and market-based economies. They value democracy and strive to promote good governance in emerging countries and regions recovering from conflict. The United States and Japan also have a growing interest in managing the problematic aspects of China’s rise and ensuring free and open commerce with an emphasis on transparency and rule of law. These shared interests are stronger and more enduring than the conflicts which arose at the most recent G7 meeting in Canada.

The United States and Japan have historically used their roles as hosts of G7 summits to advance a broad agenda of global economic, security, and political goals. In the economic realm, these include growth and employment, structural reforms, development, and measures to deal with aging societies. They have also used the G7 to promote a robust global health agenda. While economic issues were the original rationale for formation of the G7, a gathering of leaders of the world’s largest democracies has also inevitably been an important venue for discussing the pressing security issues of the day, from nuclear proliferation to terrorism, as well as human rights and other political concerns.

The United States and Japan have shown an interest in using the G7 to address problems not otherwise being met by other institutions of global governance. There is growing concern in both Washington and Tokyo that many of China’s problematic trade practices—including massive subsidies and forced
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technology transfer policies—are not sufficiently covered by current World Trade Organization (WTO) rules. The G7 is thus a useful vehicle to coordinate U.S., Japanese, and European positions on how to address WTO reform and problematic Chinese practices.

**Background on the G7**

The G7 was formed in 1975 in response to the 1971 Bretton Woods fixed interest rate collapse and the 1973 oil crisis. Then-President Valéry Giscard d’Estaing of France invited his counterparts from the United States, Japan, Germany, and the United Kingdom to join him for a summit in a chateau in Rambouillet outside Paris. (The Italian prime minister subsequently invited himself to the summit, and Canada joined the group the following year.) The agenda of the original meeting focused on overcoming high unemployment, deepening international economic cooperation, recommitting to principles of development of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and increasing global trade through tariff reductions and multilateral trade agreements. The formation of the G7 also was a milestone for Japan, marking the first major recognition of the country as a global economic and political leader.

Russia was formally added to the group in 1998 and remained a member of the newly named G8 until 2014, when the other members voted to suspend Russian membership after Moscow’s *de facto* invasion of Crimea. Informally, the European Union has been a full participant in the G7 as a “non-enumerated” member since 1981; it is represented by the presidents of both the European Council and the European Commission.

The G7 is not an international organization or formal governing body, but rather a forum for members to discuss global economic, security, and political issues of the day. The G7 reaches decisions only when members reach a consensus on an initiative. The decisions and initiatives that arise from these discussions are non-binding and have no direct legal consequence. However, G7 statements have played an important role in global agenda-setting, and help signal to the world where these large industrialized democracies stand on major issues.

The G7 meets annually, and the chair of the forum rotates each year. Given that there is no G7 administrative body or permanent secretariat, the host country plays an important role in deciding which issues to include on the agenda. The host country creates an agenda for upcoming summit discussions and prepares the final communiqué, which is then approved by other nation’s high-ranking officials, known as sherpas. This declaration is issued at the end of the annual summit and often includes joint initiatives and various action plans for the upcoming year. Japan was G7 host in 2016, and the United States will host in 2020. This format was emulated by the larger G20, which Japan will host in 2019.

---


While the G7 can help identify global issues of concern, it has struggled in recent years to develop concrete action plans in response to these challenges. Members often fall short in implementing agreed actions and in mobilizing domestic support to launch new initiatives. Since the G7 lacks any real legislative authority and all decisions are non-binding, the forum has received criticism for falling short of targets and failing to address major issues. The G7 has struggled to work collectively, opting instead to act as a forum to list international commitments.

The G7 has also been criticized for excluding important emerging powers—notably China—and representing much less world economic power than in previous decades. China is now the second-largest economy in the world at official exchange rates, India is number six, and Brazil is larger than both Italy and Canada. By 2050, emerging markets are expected to grow around twice as fast, on average, as advanced G7 economies.336

In part to address this legitimacy question, in the wake of the 2008–09 financial crisis, the Obama administration endorsed the G20 as “the premier forum for international economic cooperation.”337 The G20 introduced China, India, and Brazil to global economic governance, helping develop the “habits of cooperation” necessary to respond to potential future crises and address a number of structural economic challenges in the meantime.338

Yet the G20 itself has struggled with effectiveness and legitimacy in recent years. Though major emerging market economies, including China, India and Brazil, play an increasingly large role in global growth, the inclusion of more actors with divergent interests makes collaboration slower and more difficult. And just as the G7 had to develop and refine their habits of cooperation over the course of decades, the G20 members will need time to grow and practice those habits. As a smaller group of traditionally like-minded countries, the G7 should be able to reach consensus more quickly.

This is not to say that there cannot be overlap between work of the G7 and the G20. While members are loath to admit it, the G7 has on occasion acted as an informal caucus within the G20 to push for wider adoption of priority initiatives. The G7 can also serve as a pathfinder group to implement certain actions, bringing along other willing G20 countries over time. For the G7 to play these roles, close coordination between the United States and Japan within both the G7 and the G20 is essential.

In the past two decades, U.S. and Japanese stances on the G7 have occasionally diverged. Japan strongly opposed inviting Russia to join the international forum as an observer in 1997, concerned that admission of Russia to the liberal, rules-based international forum would dilute the G7’s core values of democracy and free markets. In addition, Russia’s admission would cause Japan to lose its own political clout and voice as the only non-European member. Japan preferred a smaller, more cohesive forum, as it provided members with better opportunities to create tangible change and mobilize collective action. In the end, however, Japan reluctantly agreed admit Russia to the G8 in 1998 to avoid conflict within the forum.339
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The United States historically has had no problem acting at odds with other members of the G7, including Japan. At the 1995 Halifax summit, the United States discussed auto tariffs and access to Japan’s market during side talks.\(^{340}\) The same year, other G7 members were unable to persuade the United States to change its stance on Cuba.\(^{341}\) Despite Japan’s position, Washington strongly advocated for Russia’s inclusion as a symbol of the end of the Cold War.\(^{342}\) And as mentioned, following the global financial crisis, the Obama presidency favored the G20 over the G8 as the premier forum for global economic governance.

However, these are not major divergences, and the United States and Japan could find much common ground in the G7. However, President Trump’s new approaches to trade and climate change have made it harder to come together in the forum. President Trump has not shied away from criticizing what he views as G7 members’ inadequate defense spending and unfairly large trade surpluses. The President’s refusal to sign the 2018 communiqué in Quebec dealt a potentially fatal blow to the G7. However, since then, the Trump administration has worked out some of its differences on trade with its G7 partners and engaged in trilateral efforts with the European Union and Japan to take on problematic Chinese trade and industrial policies. This is an indication that the G7 can still resume an important role as a voice for the world’s largest advanced democracies in bolstering a rules-based economic order.

**Recommendations on the G7**

While the G7 clearly can no longer serve as steering group for the global economy, it still plays a unique role as a gathering place of leaders of the world’s largest advanced democracies to discuss major global concerns. As the two largest economies in the group, the United States and Japan should combine forces to revitalize the G7 as a forum to promote a high-standard, rules-based global economic order.

**UNITED STATES**

1. **Remain present and engaged in the G7.** As the Trump administration rethinks and renegotiates the U.S. role in the global order, it should not give up its seat at the G7 table. Bringing together a group of like-minded countries can be useful as a tool to advance U.S. interests. Even when the Trump administration believes G7 allies are not carrying their weight on security concerns, there is value in cooperating on geo-economic issues such as challenging Beijing’s problematic trade and industrial policies, and more broadly supporting the rules-based order.

**JAPAN**

1. **Harness Japan’s credibility to bolster the G7’s role.** As highlighted by its success in persuading the 11 remaining members of TPP to sign a modified agreement without the United States, Japan is increasingly asserting itself as a leader on the global economic stage. Japan can build on this newfound confidence and credibility to nudge its G7 colleagues toward meaningful commitments and actions on global economic priorities.

---


\(^{341}\) Marie-Josée Drouin, “Will Clinton put Cuban-American lobby ahead of trade allies?: The U.S. should not unilaterally impose its view on the rest of the world,” Financial Post, University of Toronto G8 Information Centre, July 3, 1996, [http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/fp/fp703962.htm](http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/fp/fp703962.htm).

2. **Use the G7 and G20 in tandem to reinforce policy priorities.** The annual cycle of global and regional summits—the G7, G20, APEC, etc.—provides an opportunity for host countries and like-minded partners to reinforce a policy agenda across these various forums. Japan takes over as G20 host in December 2018. Tokyo should work for consensus in the G7 on its G20 priorities, including quality infrastructure and global health, and use that consensus to drive toward agreement in the G20. Commitments agreed to in the Osaka G20 Summit can then be advanced in other international forums such as APEC.

**JOINT ACTION**

1. **Use the G7 to reinforce trilateral work on trade rules.** The trade ministers of the United States, Japan, and the European Union are doing constructive work to define a collective response to “non-market-oriented policies and practices of third countries”—a thinly veiled reference to China. This includes an effort to develop new rules on industrial subsidies and state-owned enterprises, to push back against forced technology policies, to resist digital protectionism, and to reform the WTO. While there are differences among the three partners on these issues, especially with respect to digital governance, G7 members are nevertheless united in their fundamental commitment to a market-based, rule-of-law approach to these issues. This trilateral work should be carried into and refined by the G7, and from there taken into other forums such as the G20 in order to win broader international support.

2. **Use the G7 to spread high global standards on quality infrastructure.** The United States and Japan have enormous commercial and strategic stakes in today’s global infrastructure build-out. They also share concerns that certain aspects of China’s ambitious Belt and Road Initiative could create economic and geopolitical risks. Both Washington and Tokyo have emphasized the importance of high-quality infrastructure investment characterized by open, lifecycle-cost-based procurement practices; transparency and lack of corruption; adequate social and environmental safeguards; and debt sustainability. Under Japan’s leadership in 2016, the G7 agreed to the “Ise-Shima Principles” for quality infrastructure. Over the coming year, the United States and Japan should work to flesh out these principles in the G7 and win broader international acceptance for them, including in the G20 during Japan’s host year in 2019.

3. **Begin collective action on limited case studies.** Collective action is like a muscle that requires training and strengthening over time. Japan and the United States should propose modest collective-action initiatives in the G7. By working together towards small successes, the G7 will be able not only to work out best practices of cooperation but also to leverage these successes when tackling larger issues.

4. **Reach out to other advanced democracies in the Pacific.** Membership of the G7 was decided in the 1970s, but since then the center of gravity in the global economy has shifted toward the Indo-Pacific. To ensure the voices of other advanced democracies in the region are heard, the United States and Japan should encourage the G7 to do more informal outreach to South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and other like-minded countries in the region on the substantive rule-making and norm-setting issues above.
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